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ABSTRACT 

The investigation presented here e>:plores the use of audio feedbacK in the 

review stage of .a Microtea.chin•;:J e:{ercise. 

The investigation involving Year Two Music Teacher Tr·aineest compared 

self-evaluation ratings. made in response to three feedb.ack conditions; 

memory, audiot and video; and attempted to e>:pla.in any difference in 

ratings by changes in the sour·ce of feedback. The three self-ratings vJere 

compared to an expert rating of ea.ch microlessan to investigate any other 

effects feedbacK had on r·a.ting, The design of the study also allowed for· a 

comparison to be made between two different teaching conditions, one 

teaching pupils in a classroom setting, and the other teaching peers in a 

College setting. 

Aithough questionnaire r·esponses indiuted a preference for· video 

feedbad<t th2r·e was actually little change between audio a.nd video ratings. 

Neither of these ratings were a.s accurate as the initial memor·y rating 

when all three were compared to the e>:per·t rating. The video feedback 

appeared to generate a positive ima.ge 1.,1hich resulted in tr·ainees 

over-r·a.ting themselves, Most importantly, there vvas no significant 

difference between a.udic, and video ratings. 

With r·egard ta differ·ences between teaching condition, the peer-teaching 

setting appeared to encourage an unr·ealistic: view•, with trainees in this 

group over-rating themselves mor·e than those teaching pupils at school. 

G.uestionnair-e responses indicated tha.t the group teaching in the school 

setting tended to regard the Microlesson; although limiting; to be a 

valuable e>:perience. This gr·,:Jup's initial r·ating 1,A,ia.s lov1er than the 

peer-teaching grmJp, but they were more responsive to changes in 

feedbacK. 
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Despite sever·e limitations to the generality of the study due to design 

shortcomings; the findin,;is provide enou,;ih material for· a general 

discussion on the differences in mode of feedbacK. Sever·al issues a.re 

raisedt including the idea that an audio stimulus generates a. higher level 

response than a visual stimulus. The discussion includes r·efer·ence to an 

informal study which was underta.Ken to e>:plore this notion. (That it is not 

directly supported by the findings is probably due to design i5.5.ues which 

failed to account for the superior status of video in the eyes of 

ine>:perienced self-ra.ters1 and by the use of a rating scale which was not 

sensitive to issues of a.ur·al a.nd visual perception.) 

The discussion ta.Kes place within the canted of Teacher· Education, 

preparing for- a profession vlhich is continually ma.King demands on a 

teacher1 s adaptability to change and her ability to reflect on issues 

regarding the pace and direction of those changes. The feedbad< stage of a. 

Microtea.ching cycle is seen as a place vlher·e such reflective a.ctivii:y can be 

encour·aged; especially by the use of a variety of modes of feedba.cl<t 

including i:he activity of listening without visual cuest or in other wor·ds, 

audio feedba.cK. 
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TERMINOLOGY 

Students enrolled in pre-service training for Primary Schoc,l teaching ar·e 

refer·red to as trainees, (in the present study; trainees in their· second 

year) 

The School gr·oup refer·s to trainees who taught lessons to pupils (childr·en 

of age 9 or 10). 

The College gr·oup r·efers to i:r·a.inees who taughi: lessons to peers (trainees 

of the same year gr-oup}. 

Feedback refers to any information received by the trainee a.bout past 

teaching e:,:perience. In this study I feedback conditions include immediate 

recall (no assisi:ed feedback), audio (unguided listening to a soundtracK of a 

lesson), and video (unguided viewing of a film, v,tith soundi:racK, of a 

less.c,n), FeedbacK condii:ion, feedbacK mode, and type of feedbacK ar·e 

inter·changeable i:erms. 

Teaching condition refers to the envir·onment (or sei:ting} where the 

microlesson took place, and ther·efore the type of pupil involved in the 

microless.on, either at School or at College. Supervisor refers to the 

person implementing the music cour·E.e, and carrying out the present study. 

B:>:pert r·atino is the evaluation grade given by the super·visor for each 

m icrole s son, 

The terms Micr·olesson and Micr·oteaching e>:er·dse refer· to the same 

activity and are used inter·changeably. The abbreviation MT is used in 

places to stand for II M icroteaching". The terms Rating sca.ie and 

Evaluation form .are also used interchangeably, 

VlJ. 



CHAPTE:R 1. INTRODUCTION 

An Education Systemt liKe most e>:amples of social organisation, responds 

to change. For survival, the integral parts of any organised group of 

human activity are required to continually adapt. Education1 with a direct 

responsibility to children and their par·ents, is per·haps more ·,,rulnerable 

than other disciplines to pressure from e>:ternal forcest be they ma.rKet 

demands, community requirements, or· technological developments. 

Teacher E:ducation is a specialised facet of the discipline of Educations. 

It is a yc,uthful facet, with attention to pr·ecisely how best one person can 

encourage learning by another person being the thrust for only the last 

century. It ha.s become accepted now that the possession of knowledge 

itself is simply not sufficient to ma.Ke a teacher, certainly not always a 

'good' teacher. Teachers' Colleges and University Education Departments 

specialise in research and educating students of teaching in ways of 

imparting that Knowledge, of creating suitable learning environmentst of 

enquir;l and discovery in the classroom, and in later life, 

As. a young discipline, Teacher Education is padicula.rly r·esponsive to 

pressure and change. Schon (1988}, in talking about preparing 

profess.ionals for the demands of practice, suggests that pressur·e, fr·om 

the community often focuses on 

"such issues as the quality of teaching and the in-service 
education of teachers. Teachers, who often resent becoming 
tar·gets of blame for the perceived failures of public 
educa.tiont tend nevertheless to advocate their own versions 
of the need for professional development and r·enewal. 
Cr-itics inside and outside the schools have argued in recent 
years that we must foster and rewar·d development of the 
cr·a.ft of teaching" (Schon, 1988, p15). 

It is in such an eager atmosphere of r·esponsibility and professional 

development that the growth of Teacher E!:dwca.tion flour·ishes. Issues such 

as, for· e:-:ample, the open-plan classroom, the teacher· as "reflective 
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professional" t microteachingt discovery learning exemplify the variety of 

concerns which challenge teachers and Teacher E:duca.tor·s. 

When "Microteaching" was first introduced at a University Education 

Departmentt it emerged as a. response to a. challenge, in this case from 

within the pr-ofession - student teacher-s were disillusioned with the 

relevance of their methods course. (Allen and Ryan; i 969). And as 

Microteaching developed in various countries and in varied teaching 

conditions, it both r·esponded to, and in turn, challenged, the pr·inciples and 

practices of the teaching profession. 

"Teacher· trainers who had become dissatisfied with previous 
approaches to the practical training of teachers regarded 
micr·oteaching as a breath of fresh air in the clouded area of 
effective teaching. With the introduction of micr·oteaching 
with its associated emphasis on teaching behaviour, 
educationalists began to e:<amine other wider perspectives in 
educatic,n. As a result, there developed movements 
advocating the total reform and restructuring of teacher· 
education itself" (Har·gie and Maidment, 1'?79, pi i 1). 

The initial development .and subsequent growth of Micr-oteaching provides 

an e>:ample of what Schon was referr·ing to as the "development of the 

cr·aft of teaching" (Schon i 9E:E:l. In its 25 year· development, Microteaching 

has been analysed and adjusted by many sour·ces and for m.any r·easons, 

being accepted by some and discarded by others. Allen and Ryan 

anticipated this in the early days at Stanfordt a pr·imary locus of MT 

development; when they warned that; 

"Microteaching cur·rently has the same pr·omise, and the same 
danger; that newly devised research and training techniques 
have always had; the pr·omise of opening up entirely new 
a.venues; perspectives and alternatives to human e>:ploration; 
the danger· of locKing in too ea.r·ly on a first alter-native which 
a.rose purely out of cha.nee and convenience" (Allen and Ryan, 
1969, pr·eface iii). 

For· some, the behaviour- modification model of Microteaching proved to be 

either umvorkable or- unwanted in the Teacher E!:ducation process. They 

"locKed in too early". For· others, the fle:dbility of Microteaching v1<1s 

seen as an advantage, and adaptations were made to suit various needs 

and r·equirements. This has r-esulted in a r·efinement of the Microteaching 
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principle into various conceptual models (see Chapter 2}, an indication of 

Microteaching bc,th responding to, and being r·esponsible for, changes in 

educational thinKing. 

One such conceptual model has focused on the need for teachers to be 

sensitive to the changing needs of pupils, and to be fle>dble in their· own 

teaching strategies. Such a "r·eflective" model of Microteaching echoes the 

ideas of Schon, who 1l✓hen writing a.bout "Educating the Reflective 

Practitioner·", ta.lKs of the professional engaged in a "kind of 

improvisation, inventing and teE-ting in the situation str·a.tegies of her own 

devising" (Schon, 1988, p5}. The way that Microteaching can encourage such 

a perspective forms the basis of the discussion in Chapter 6 of this pa.per. 

The initial developers suggested early in its development that; 

"Microtea.ching as a teacher training technique must proceed 
via. a careful investigation of the contributic,n of ea.ch of its 
components". (Allen and Ryan, 1969, p15} 

It is therefor·e the aim of this study to discuss how a manipulation of the 

components of the Microteaching process can best encourage the growth of 

reflectic,n, In particular·, the feedbad< component of the pr·ocess is under· 

review; with both the main study and the follow-up study contra.sting the 

use of audio feedback with video feedback. (Chapter·s 4,5 and 6}. 

The development of video r·ecording and playback has undoubtedly had a 

strong influence on the gr·owth and acceptance of Microteachingt which is 

itself evidence of the level of response which the Teaching profession 

makes to technologicai developments outside the school, That video has 

dominated and influenced the growth of Microteaching is a reality ignored 

by many writer·s. Of central impor·tance in this paper is the thesis that 

audio tape can also be effective in providing feedback; for general 

classr·oom situations and especially for music teaching. In the 

suggestion is made that the absence of visual cues or images allows for· 

and indeed encourages a degree of concentration and attention .at a deeper 
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level, listening resulting in a more thoughtf1.Jl r·e:.ponse, and providing a 

greater opportunity for the gr·owth of r·eflective thinKing. 

Chapter 2 describes the evolution of Microteaching, and reviews some of 

the litera.ture contr·ibuted since 1963, the year· that the MT pr·ogramme at 

Stanford was first introduced. It also briefly outlines the development of 

Music Education a.nd the training of music teachers. Finally, it combines 

these tvvo topics and discusses the place of Microteaching in the training 

c,f Music Teachers. 

Chapter 3 di:-cusses the influences the literature has had on the present 

thesis and outlines the hypotheses which shape the design of the research. 

Chapter 4 e>:plains the procedure a.dopted for the main investigative study, 

bacKgrounding the subjects and recording instr·uments used. As well as 

contrasting modes of feedbacK, the study was able to contrast two teaching 

conditions (teaching pupils and teaching peer·sl1 a comparison made 

possible by design factors, but c,ne secondary to the ma.in thesis. 

Chapter 5 reports the results of the study, and analyses data collected 

from the evaluation forms a.nd questionnair·es completed by the subjects. 

The results a.re integrated in a. general discussion of the findings, with 

reference to the earlier· liter·atur·e review. 

Chapter 6 continues the discussion, and repor-ts the findings of an informal 

follow-up study, under·taKen tc, e>: pl ore a notion of reflective 

Microtea.ching which emer,;}ed from the main study. The chapter then 

synthesises findings from both studies and 1.-vith reference to material 

fr-om a r·ela.ted disciplinet the psychology of hearingt draws some 

conclusions. The focus of the discussion is returned back through issues 

of listening, of feedbacK, and then of Microtea.ching, to the more general 

implications for Teacher· Education. 
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CHAPTER 2. LIT!:i:RATURE REVIEW 

2.Li HISTORY AND BACKGROUND 

The first body of re::.earch on Microteaching emerged from Sta.nfor·d 

University .in 1963. The Education Department there defined Microteaching 

in terms of practising teaching in a. safe environment where the class; the 

tasK and the time were all reducedt and where the participants reviewed 

their attempts before repeating the lesson. McGar·vey and Swallow (1986) 

in a recent review, provide a concise summarised definition of the 

Micr·oteaching process. 

"The comple:< ::-Kills of teaching 1.vere broken down into simple, 
component sKills and rating schedules were developed to 
define and monitor· the attributes of each sKill. The students 
attended lectures and sKill demonstr-ations (often videotaped 
'models' showing e}:amples of good practice) on these 
component s!-<ills of teaching. The students then practised 
these sKills by pr·epar·ing and tea.ching shor·t lessons (5-10 
minutes) to small classes (6-8 pupils or· peers). They received 
feedbacK about their performance by viewing and discussing 
the videorecording of their microlessons; using rating 
E.chedules to guide their· a.nalysiE. of the skills being 
practised. Practising a specific teaching skill in a short 
lesson with swift feedback provided a ver·y much shortened 
learning as compared to conventional teaching practice 
in classrooms. This meant that students could receive mor·e 
support and have more information about their performance. 
They would a.lsc, have the opportunities for· repeat pr·actice 
and for developing their pm,,.ers of perception and analysis. 
Thus microteaching was intended to help students improve 
their teaching skills and their self-confidence." (M 
and Swallow, 1986, p2) 

adding modern electrc,-mecha.nical feedback to a traditional training 

technique, the term "Microteaching" was coinedt a title concordant with 

either· "micro" developments in the electronic and communications fields at 

the time. Microteaching has since 1963 been associated with the Stanford 

model, all variations on the main theme being in some v-lay related to the 

original blueprint. (See ,.A.ppendh: A for an e;:ample of a Micr·oteaching 

the Stanford team). 
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Microtea.ching gre\-v out of a. per·ceived need to strengthen the 

"accountable" base of teacher education. As one of the team \.'/he, first 

developed the tr·aining; stated; 

"Microtea.ching evolved slowly in a.ns\ver to a. problem th.at is 
common in teacher educa.tion ... (tra.ineesl \vere reluctant to 
undertake serious study of the teacher-learning process" 
(Allen 11 Ryant 1969). 

Incr·eased a.cce::-sibility to portable a.udio-tape r·ecor·ders and the 

development of r·eliable a.nd cheap video r·ecor·ders encouraged the Stanford 

team to utiliE.e the ne\•l technology to pr·ovide immediate feedb.ack to 

practitionerst something which previously h.ad only been possible through 

obser·ver· recording. 

Nc,t only did the Stanford team provide teacher educators v.iith a training 

model with a sequence of demonstration - planning - tea.ch - evaluation -

r~tEt:1.ch, th!?j also provided &~ liE3. of 14 individuctl teaching ,::.Kills (See 

Appendi>: B). Allen lit Ryan (1969:• outline the main advantages of this type 

of teacher· training; 

"Firstt although the teaching situa.tic,n is a contrived one, it 
is nevertheless real teaching, 

Secondt by scaling down the size of the classt the amc,unt of 
time; the sccipe of the lesson etc.t the cornple>dties of the 
classr·oom ar·e drastically reduced, 

Third, this .:i.llows the trainee teacher· to focus upon the 
acquisitic,n of cer·tain teaching !:.Kills or the a.ccompli·shment 
c,f cer·tain tasKs. 

Fourthi such fcu:using is made possible becau!:-e of the high 
degree of control tha.t can be brought into the rnicroteaching 
si tua tic,ne 

Fifth, micro-teaching has the enor·mous advantage of being 
able to offer immediate feedback following perfor·mance, The 
student has several sour·ces of feedbacK at his di::.posal with 
the help of which he can ma:dmise his insight into his 
teaching behaviour." (in Cohen & Manion 1977) 
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The evolution of the Microteaching concept was influenced fur·ther by the 

wor~: .at the Far West Labor·atory fclr E:duca tional Research and 

Development (Borg, Kelley, Langert & Gall, 1970), where the researchers 

developed II Minic:ourses" t self-instructional courses encompassing a wide 

range of simple and cample>: sKills <see Appendi>: C). The adaptation of 

these Minic:ourses for the Br·itish setting (Perrott i 977 t Brown i 975) 

developed the concept furthert and with this development came associated 

research into the overall effectiveness of manipulating different 

components ,:::if the Mic:roteaching sequence. 

Perlberg (1987) paints out; 

"It is important ta note that during the initial stages of its 
inception and development, Microteaching, liKe many other 
educational innovations, was not based on solid thear·etic:al 
conceptualization and research evidence". 

He e:<plains that because of this; teacher· educators modified and adapted 

the MT concept ta suit their particular needs and r·esaurces. In New 

Zealand1 for e>:ample, the term "Micrateaching" is used to describe many 

activities including single isolated lessons with no feedbacK, lessons 

invc,l ving two or more trainees teaching a gr·oup of children1 

demonstr·ations and discussions, and the practice of introducing trainees 

to various teaching models (Battersby 1987). Very few instances amc,ng:.t 

those referred to in Battersby's survey seemed to include feedbacK from 

the r·ecording and re-teaching phases of the cycle. In Ireland1 the countr·y 

involved in the informal follow-up study repor·ted in Chapter 6t 

Micr·ateaching resembles more closely the original Sfa.nford modelt as 

adapted by Perrott (1977) and Brown (1975). 
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2.1.2 MODELS OF' MICROTEACHING 

Microteaching has been widely applied since 1963. Research in more recent 

yea.rs has been of a revie1,.,, natur·e, with emphasis on the need for a 

conceptual base for Micr·c,teaching (McGarvey 19861 Dunkin 19:::7, Wragg 

1982). It has been :-uggested (Mcleod 1987} that some sort of 

conceptualisation is evident by organising research activities under one of 

four distinct but sometimes over-lapping models. The four appr·oaches are: 

1 The original Stanford approach, where modelling and r·einforcement were 

used to improve the general teaching effectiveness (Allen &. Ryan i 969). 

2 A behaviour-modification focus (McDonald 1973) where success would be 

mea:-ured by a specific behaviour change1 achieved through contingency 

reinforcement schedules. 

8 A social sKills appr·oach, where teaching is to be regarded as a process 

of decision-ma.King and selection of relevant skills, rather than a 

collection of individual skills taught in isolation. Katter-ns (i 977) refers to 

this as a Sensitisation Model. 

4 The fourth approach is referr·ed to as a "reflective" or "cognitive" 

model. Because this model is referred to specifically later· in this paper, it 

is discussed in some detail below, including r·efer·ence to differences 

between "reflective" and "routine" action. 

Mcintyr·e, Macleod a,. Griffiths (i 977) adopt a cognitive model, suggesting 

that MT could be assessed in terms of whether it provides "for the 

development a.nd induction of functional and adaptive cognitive :.tr·uctures" 

(p262). 

Joyce (198E:) r·efer·s to the acquisition of "meta.-cc,gnitions" - "concepts 

that help the learner to control the learning processt accelerate itt and 

navigate the more difficult learning ta.sl<s v,dth greater confidence and less 
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a.m:iety" (p32). That there has been attention given to this in the 

literature, according to Joyce, is because Teaching Practice has 

traditionally had negative funnelling effects on trainee teachers 1 

development, rather than a "branching" of teaching styles 1t-1hich could be 

possible from classroom e:-:perience. The development of such 

"meta-cognitions" can, Joyce claims, be encouraged thr·ough Microteachingt 

and a variation on the Microteaching concept which he calls "Instructional 

Systems", r·esulting in teachers becoming more fle:<ible in their choice of 

teaching strategies. (pp33/34) 

Adaptibility and fle>dbility in choice of teaching strategies has an obvious 

relationship to what some writers describe as "reflective" teaching. The 

reflective model is seen elsewher·e in the literature as an alternative to 

the sl<ills approach (Schon 19:33)1 the "reflective practitioner" being 

regar·ded more as. a true professional than is the "r·ational technician" 

(p2:3:3). 

Dewey (1933) made an important distinction between reflective action and 

routine action. Routine action is "that action which is guided by traditicm, 

author·ity1 and the official definitions within a social setting", Reflective 

action on the other hand entails "active, persistent and careful 

consideration of any belief or supposed form of Knowledge in light of the 

grounds that support it; and the further consequences to which it leads" 

<Dewey 1933). Such reflective action s.hould, Dewey says, always ta.Ke 

place within an attit1.Jde of responsibility, or the consideration of the 

consequences v1hich certain actions may have. (Zeichner· 1982) 

Van Manens (i 977) superimposes a three-tier distinction onto Dewey 1s 

attitude of respons.ibility, suggesting that fir·s.t a teacher trainee can be 

reflective about the technical sKills of teaching1 secondly about the 

worthwhilenes.s of educational goals and principlest and finally about the 

social, political and moral implications of one's teaching. 
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The cognitive or reflective model of Microteaching is clearly differ·ent 

from the other· three models mentioned above. Whether it is Van Manens 

consider·ation of educational goals and principlest Joyce's 

"meta-cognitions", or Macleod's "adaptive cognitive strategies"t a 

cognitive model of Micr·oteaching cant it i!:. claimedt be responsible for 

encour·aging teachers to reflect upon their own teaching, through critical 

self-evaluation of differences between their- intention and their actual 

performance. 

Not all the literature r·epoded on the following pages can be easily 

organised into one of the theoretical models mentioned above. There seems 

to be general agreement that MT "works" and is enjoyed by the 

participa.ntst but this subjective reaction does little to validate the 

"Microteaching has probably succeeded because both 
Teachers and supervisors like it. Teachers like it because it 
gives them an opportunity to practice in a safe setting. 

Super·visors like it beca1Jse it has an aura of professional 
mystique. It is rather a ha.rsh reality that this affective 
evidence is more important than any research findings". 
(Allen 19:::0) 

A review of such r·esearch is irnpor·tant thought in or·der to understand 

these short-comings and to discern the areas 1r-1here further research is 

indicated. Research difficulties aside; much constructive and elucidating 

work has been done in many areas. Perhaps if one \vas to adopt Perlberg's 

(19:37) encompassing conceptualisation of MT a!:. an "eclectic laboratory 

training technique" (p717), much of what is wr·itten below can be seen as 

contributing greatly fo the discussion. 
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2.2 RESEARCH FINDINGS 

2.2.1 MEASURS:MEH.:IT DEVICS:S 

The effectiveness of a MT cycle is u:.ua.lly measured by an obser·ved change 

in the frequency of a particular sKill or teachers behaviour. This may be a 

behaviour measured before and after or a change measured in 

the trainees ability to evaluate and repla.n. Some studies have tried to 

establish whether 5.uch a cha.nge is long-term and remain:. for· subsequent 

use in the classroom; rather tha.n just 

conditions. 

demonstrated under laborator·y 

When recording changes in teachers' behaviours after· a MT e>:ercise, there 

a.re two of measurement instruments \•Jhich can be used. Copeland 

( 982) refers tc, these a.s "high-inference" or "low-inference11 mea.sur·es. 

The term 11 inference" is e:-:plained by its initiator Rosenshine <197Dt as 

"the process intervening between the objective behaviour seen or· heard 

and the coding of this behaviour on an obser·vational instrument" (pi 9). In 

the conte;d of a MT e,:ercise, 11 high-infer·ence 11 measur·es r·equir·e the 

observer to infer the fr·equency of behaviour·=· such as "enthusiasm"; 

"involvement", or "clarity c,f presentation"; and "low-inference" measures 

requke the observer· to focus upon the frequency of specific overt 

behaviour-st such .a.s eye-contact, number· of questions asked, etc. 

Referring to the third of McLeod's conceptual models; a. social sKills or 

sensitisation model of MT will require the former measurement technique 

mentioned above. This type of r·equired behaviour definition will be 

ob:.erved using "high-inference" measures1 and will therefore be more open 

to challenge. Such re·:Eiearch is important though1 in the development cJf 

this MT concept, and measur·ement devices need to be developed. 

G.ue:.tionnair·es on trainee reaction1 and comparison of trainees own 
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evaluations of different records of the same lesson, or of a series. of 

lessons, a.re two possible techiques for this area. 

2.2.2 MICROTEACHING COMPONENTS 

Research on Microteaching usually focuses on the effect on the cycle of a 

change in one or more of the following components; Modelling 1 

Participantst Supervisors1 and FeedbacK. 

Modelling - every MT cycle will begin with the introduction of a specific 

sKill of behaviour- in question. This can be done through demonstration 

(sometimes called a "master lesson") which can be live or r-ecor·ded, by 

discussion; or by some form of general observation. Interrelated to the 

modelling component, are issues r·egarding the role of a supervisor (should 

s/he provide the model?), and the type of sKill being focused on <a 

nonverbal sKill will need a visual model) 

Participants - many r·esearch strategies have developed under this 

heading. The per-s.or1ality type of the trainee tea.chert prior exper·ience of 

the participantst at what stage of training the MT taKes place?, how 

accustomed are the trainees to the MT cycle?, etc, are all issues concerned 

with the trainees. The natur·e of the participating students is also 

important - are they school pupils?, if so, does the MT ta.Ke place on their 

territory?, are the participating st•.Jdents the trainees peers?; are the-y

Known to the trainee? 1 etc. 

Supervisors - the amount of contact a supervisor has with a trainee, 

whether· the supervisor is the same person as the demonstrator, what form 

the super·vision taKes regarding style of evaluation; these and other 

questions have formed the basis of some research designs. 

F'eedbacK - various types of feedbacK can be made available to trainees, 

ranging from immediate recall and observer ratings, to audiotape and 
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videotape. The effectiveness of one form of feedbacK over another has 

been investigated in some studiest and the for·m of the feedback as well as 

the source, has interested some researchers (see 2.2.6). 

2.2.3 MODE:LLING 

When a Micr·c,teaching cycle is being used by Teacher Educator!:. to do more 

than simply provide non-threatening mini-e:.:per·iences to boost confidencet 

then a "model" or demonstrated skill is probably involved. A!:. Dunkin &. 

Biddle (1974) state clearlyt "Those who wish to teach about or· study 

education find it convenient to set forth a model for their· effods" (p31). 

In their e>:po-=,i"tir:m of a general model for· the study of classroom teachingt 

a Kind c,f II macro-model" t they :-upport the concept of prc,viding models at 

all levels. As teaching is a comple>: activity that reflects many factorst 

and as improvements in teaching methods are always desirablet then 

providing a model is often "the first-step in the development of a general 

theor·y about teaching methods". 

The modelling stage of the MT cycle has received much .attention fr·om the 

researcher·s. As mentioned, the behaviourist approach (MacDonald, 

1973) suggests that the repeated MT cycle pr·ovides an ideal climate for 

successive appro:dmations by a tr·ainee towards the target behaviour 

modelled at the outset. Much of the disfavour which MT e:<per-ienced in 

recent years could perhaps be explained by the predominance of this 

behaviouristic - mechanistic approacht which quite alien to the humanistic, 

holistic concepts prevalent in more recent years. 

The fact r·emains thought that learning to teach does involve imitation and 

behavioural change. The liter·ature seems to suggest that there is a 

significant difference between viewing a series of recor·dedt ideal 

demonstrationst and learning from general obser·vation. The readily 

available stor·a.ge and replay facility which video recor·ding provided, may 
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quite possibly have discouraged some Teacher Educators from including 

general observ.:i.tiont "apprentice"-style, in favour of specific1 

demonstrated sKills, modelled for imitation. 

One study, although concentrating on one specific sKill, addresses the 

question of the role of rnodellingt by comparing the use of positive and 

negative models (Gilmore 1977). Two groups of students were prc,vided 

with 3 videotape models eacht Gr-oup A viewing positive e:<amples of the 

sKill, while Group E viewed negative e}:a.mples of the sKill. Group C were 

also introduced to the sKill, but did not view any model. After 

Microteachingt there was a "clearly visible tendency" (pi57} for Group A 

members to employ the sKill, although this was not statistically 

significant. As \vell as Gilmor·e's study questioning the effectiveness of 

providing contrasting~ opposing models~ it also suggestsf b)' sho1tJing the 

differ·ent results they produce, that the use c,f more thar1 one model (6 

models were used al together in this study) ma;, remove the 

behaviourist-imitation emphasis in favour c,f the appr·entice aspect of 

modelling. In other words, if a number· of models ar·e provided, the frainee 

may be actively involved in observation and subsequent choice of 

behaviour. 

In resear·ch designs where a video model was compared with just the 

wr-itten transcript of the same video (Koran 1971, Phillips 1973; in Macleod 

1987), no significant difference was recorded. Presumably, these cases 

would have been dealing with verbal sKills. It would be e:-;pected that a 

visual sKill such as eye-contactt use of blacKboard, etc; v1ould be mor·e 

effectively modelled by a visual e>:ample 1 and a difference measur·ed. Of 

gr·eater· importance, Macleod (1987) reports that vario1Js studies have 

revealed that training to focus on demonstrated sKills in a discriminatory 

way; without actually trying those sKills out in a teaching situation, can be 
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just as effective in changing teacher behaviour, as the practice/feedbacK 

component of the cycle. 

Several e)<a.mples of MT cycles {Perrott 1977 t Mcintrye 1977) emphasise the 

importance of the modelling stage of the cycle, as long as skills or 

concepts in question are discue.sed fully, a.nd a.re related to a theoretical 

base (MacIntyre 1977, p144). These authors suggest that the trainee should 

observe (positive and negative) e>:amples of that sKill in isolationt a.nd 

then be trained to identify that skill in the conte>:t of a lesson. Perrott 

ernplains that the video of a "model" teacher conducting a lesson should 

serve the dual function "of providing a. clear performance model of how 

ea.ch skill can be used in a teaching context, a.nd of helping the trainee to 

recognise and discriminate between the sKills" (Perrott 1987 p765). She 

ale.a suggests that prompt feedbacK on the correctness of such 

discrimination is essential at this point c,f the cycle. It does indeed seem 

liKely that such a training in discr·iminatory observation could result in a 

change in teacher behaviour - the modelling component alone in this 

e:-:ample r·epresents mc,re cc)ntrolled training than many complete 

Microteaching cycles. 

The modelt then; is seen as a very important component of the 

Microteaching cycle, perhaps the most important, as s_ome research has 

shown it can si:a.nd on its own as a significant training technique, when 

discriminator·y sKills are taught alongside. 

2.2.4 PARTICIPANTS 

In many pre- post- e:-:perimental designs involving large groups of 

students and similar· lessons taught on different days and to different 

groups; validity difficulties arise due to uncontrollable human 

rehear·sal and learning factors, sample size, cost, practical concerns in 

long-ter·m studies, .:1.nd so on. A va.r-iable in some r·esea.rch designs which 
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has proved to be successfully controlled for validity is that of the nature 

or personality of those taking part. 

When the same tr·ainee is tested before and after a MT e>:perience; a valid 

comparison can pr·obably be made, and changes attributed to the training 

inbetween. When a group of trainee:. taKe part in individual e>:periences 

a::.signed as r·andomly as possible, then even more valid comparisons can be 

made. Leith (1984) compared trainees grouped on tw•o factors, e:<traversion 

and am:iety, suggesting frc,m previous research that mc,derate amounts of 

am:iety seem to aid learning, perhaps by stimulating arousal. Four' groups 

1,,,1ere formed 

Introvert Extrovert 

Anxious A C 

Non-anxious B D 

and e>:posed to two differ·ent MT conditions, one highly-structured 1,,,lith 

step-by-step instruction and capefully designed feedback, the other' 

les5.-5.tructur·ed with no personal feedbacK. Significant differences ,,,.;ere 

revealed between the groupings, and against a control condition. 

In the fir-st highly-structured condition, the groups achieved in this order·; 

B, A, then C, with D achieving less than the control. GPoup D (non-an:daus 

£rntr·averts), Leith suggests, were inhibited by the r1Jles and the structur·e, 

In the second condition, the Am:ious 6:droverts (C) achieved best, closely 

followed by groups D and B. Group A, Leith suggests, were 

"over-stimulated beyond their capacity to avoid confusion" (pi 96). 
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These results clear·ly support the notion that a MT cycle is IiKely to be a 

successful venture for some trainees and not for· other·s, depending on the 

tr·ainees' per·sonality type. Thist of courset is probably the case for most 

genera.I training techniques, and is not peculiar to Microteaching. What is 

significant about Leith's enquir·yt is that it r·eveals that certain types c,f 

feedbacK and str·ucturing may favour certain types of personality. 

This research poses some difficultie:- with regard to the conceptual base 

for MTt which in all cases ist after allt aiming at some form of change in 

the trainees behaviour or attitude. Some Teacher E:ducator·s may in fact 

hold the hope that am:iety, for· e:-:ample, may ver-y well be a personality 

fea.tur·e which is undesirable in the classr·oom and which a MT cycle may be 

able to change. In other words, while in Leith's study, the degr-ee to which 

a teacher- di:-plays e>:troversion may be r·egarded as unimpc,rtant for

success in the profession, many would say that amdety is something which 

should be contr·olled. 

Many studies report a change in self-concept and self-confidence after· a 

MT e>:perience (eg Stanton 197:::, Copeland 1982), supporting the apprentice 

or guild concept of mastering one at a time. Copeland (1982) r·eports 

the findings by Hanached< (1971) that "pupils of teachers whose 

self-concept is demonstrate higher academic achievement tha.n do 

pupils of teachers with lower self concept" (piOi U. If universally 

accepted, this would :-eern to support the MT concept of changing teacher 

behaviour and attitude (self-concept}, something which only a complete MT 

cycle involving microlesson and feedback could achieve. 

Perlberg (1987) refer·;; to the MT labor·atory as a "safe-practice gr-ound", an 

environment he asser-ts must be pr·esent in every classr·oom for· innovation 

to ta.Ke place, but more importantly in the MT cycle for confidence to grow 

and anxiety to diminish (p717). Research quoted SC) far regarding the 
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nature of the "participants" supports this concept, as does r·esearch on the 

attitude of the participants <McIntyre 1977} 

Salient characteristics of the pupils in a Microteaching class is another 

categc,ry of variable which has also been invesi:igated. Many studies have 

made direct comparisons between peers and pupils (Johnson & Pancrazio 

19711 Levis i 973) but few have r·etur-ned any definite findings. 

In those cases where such a distinction is pr·esentt trainee teachers show a 

preference for teaching pupils rather than peers - they regard this as 

"r·eal teaching". Such a preference could ha•wever simply be a demonstration 

of the teacher trainee's eagerness to "taste" the real classr·oom situation 

rather than any reasoned willingness to observe and practice new teaching 

s!<ills. 

Although trainees may prefer· teaching pupils, r·esearch indicates that the 

classr·oom isn't necessarily the place where teaching behaviours are mast 

effectively learnt. Levis (i 973) r·equired student:. ta include three 

questioning sKills in Micrateaching to peers and ta high school pupils. 

Only the use of higher order· questions was at a higher level far pupils1 

with no difference between the groups in the use of probing questions or 

in fluency in asKing questions. Levis1 :.tudy reported that interest 

lessened as the Microteaching programme pr·ogressed for students teaching 

peers. 

2.2.5 SUPE:RVISORS 

Much of the research dealing with the modelling component a.l:.o concerns 

itself with the role of supervisors. Some howevert specifically addresses 

the issues c,f supervisor·s; strategies in the feedba.cK stage of a MT cycle. 

In one e:-:a.mple of s1.1ch research (McIntyre i 977), four· different types of 

super·vision \vere used, ranging fr-om positive r·einforcement1 to complete 

impartiality. No statistical difference between a.ny of the four treatments 
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was found (pi41). A questionnaire of students' attitudes however; 

indicated a "preference" for a supervisor who actually pointed out ways to 

improve teachingt to a supervisor who merely pointed out appr·opr·iate 

teaching sKills. McIntyre also reported the interesting data that "all 

groups 1r1anted mor·e of what they did not r·eceive; and less of what they did 

receive" (p141lt and concluded from this that a most effective MT 

e>:perience is one with a variety of supervisory approaches-; enabling 

trainees to ma.Ke use of such va.r·iety. 

Wr·a.gg (19E:4) reports two studies wher·e the supervision phase of the 

Microtea.ching cycle was e:<cluded; and reports that in both cases; the 

absence of a supervisor had no effect on teaching performance. The first 

of these by McAleese (1976); reported that there was no significant 

difference in perfor·mance ratings between 10 tr-ainees who were 

sed and 10 \Vhc \:Vere un-supervis~d Ir 

inter·estingly thought they were doing better than they \vere). The second 

study by Illingworth (i 97 i) found no difference between a group 15 

fir-s.t-year· tr-ainees 'NhO received feedba.d< from peers, and a similar group 

who received supervisor feed-bacK. 

However, ther·e a.re so many differences in e>:perimenta.1 conditions here 

(performance ratings; sample age/e>:perience of trainee, etd 1 that 

definitive guidelines on supervision can not possibly be ma.de. One 

researcher who appears to have carried out the most comprehensive r·eview· 

of thi·;; a.r·ea is Griffiths (1976). He has identified three br·oad 

conceptualisations of the supervisors role; 1) wher·e the supervisor 

feedbacK on hc,w well the tr-ainee has imitated the model 2) where the 

supervisor acts in a counselling role, and 3) wher·e the supervisor acts as 

a facilitator in the tr·ainees' decision-ma.King. He also states. however, 

that research has failed to reveal a single, most-effective role for 

supervisor·s, explaining that "the professional literatur·e has tended to 
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promote an eclectic approach based on a listing of possible and c,verlapping 

supervisory tasKs" (p724). 

2.2.6 FB:B:DBACK 

Of all component parts of the MT eyelet the feedbacl< phase is perhaps 

considered by some to be the most important. It cer·tainly is the phase 

which has received the most a.ttention by researchers, which comes as no 

surprise if one recalls that the single most important influence on the 

emergence of Microteaching as a training technique \,v•as the development of 

advanced recording methods enabling immediate and continuous feedbacK. 

The inclusion of a feedback phase has perh.:l.ps also added to the per·ceived 

statu;;. of M icroteaching, increasing what Allen referred to as an II aur·a of 

pr·ofessional mystique" (Allen 19:30). The term "feedback" is one borr·owed 

fr-om the other sciences; 

"In the physical sciences, the feedback concept can be traced 
bad< to the thermostatically controlled furnace invented by 
Drebbel <1573-1633) and the centrifugal governor invented by 
Huygens (1629-1695) for use in clocKs. It was adopted for 
windmills and vvater wheels before being used by James watt 
for· the steam engine. James Clerk Ma:<11,;ell W36:3) was the 
fir·st to analyse such phenomena. in mathematical terms and 
can be regarded as the father of modern control theory." 
(McFar·land 19:::1>. 

Although Micr·otea.ching can be broken down into components for the 

purpose of researcht it is clear from this review that the components are 

in no v,;ay distinctt each one overlapping with the other·s, The issue of 

feedback therefore has been r·a.ised a.lr·eady under other headingst and 

gener·al conclusions about its r·ole have already been ma.de. 

One of the ear-liest writers on this subject r·emains influential, being 

referr·ed to often in r·ecent literature, Bandura (1977)t thr·ough his social 

learning theor-y t e>:plains that feedbacK (in general terms) strengthens and 

maintains responses that already e:<ist in a person. Comparing the 

modelling and feedbacK phases of MT, Levis (19:37) para.phases Bandura; 
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"Modelling is regarded as an acquisition; while feedbacK 
functions as a per·formance variable. Modelling enables 
trainees to acquire a sKill; feedbacK helps them to adapt the 
sKill to their own personality and to teaching situations 
other than those demonstrated by the model." (p725) 

With this distinction in mind, three c,f the major types of r·esearch ar·e 

discussed: the quality of the feedbacK; the presence of discrimination 

training, and the mode of feedbacK. Wragg ( 1971) tr-ied two different types 

of feedback; - video and observation data (interaction - analysis). He found 

that neither· condition res1.Jlted in a change in behaviour, but a combination 

of them both did. Such a result si.Jpports the views already stated that for 

a MT pr·ogra.mme to have much effect at all, the participants must be 

actively involved, especially at the feedback stage. It would seem that in 

Wra.gg's study, the interaction analysis data enabled the trainees to ma.Ke 

some sort of linK to their own perfor·mance. 

A slightly different source of feedbacK, this time from pupils., was 

1974). Trainees r·eceived feedbad< from one of three sour·ces - evaluation 

for·ms filled out by pupils, a summary of those forms via the si.Jpervisor, or 

the pupils forms together with supervisor's comments. Despite the 

unusualiy 1.3.rge sample size (80 students), there was no significant 

differ·ence among the three gr·oups after feedback, 

The video mode, as mentioned, has become the most popular method of 

stor·ing and r·eplaying trainees' per·for·mancet but a.:. Levis (19:::7) states: 

"That videotape feedbacK is mor·e effective in producing behavioural 

changes than other- forms of feedbad< has been more often a:.sumed than 

tested" (p724). For reasons alr·eady stated1 videotape ha.s indeed become 

immen:.ely popular and almost synonomous with Microtea.chingt even though 

the originators Allen & Ryan (1969) have clearly stated: "Videotape 

recording is a frill ... it is not an essential part of the microteaching 

process" (p54). a:>:amples of resear·ch regar·ding the use of video a.re so 
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numerous that they a.re not summarized individually here. Despite Allen 

and Ryan's claimt video has remained almost synonymous with 

M icrotea.ching, as shown in reviews by Turney, Clift, DunKin and Traill 

(1973t pp20-24) and Ha.rgie and Maidment (1979, p62l. 

The divergence of r·eactions to viewing oneself on video, prompted early 

researchers to enquire as to the real effects such self-confrontation has 

on a trainee. Ten yea.rs after MT had begun and had di:.seminated a.round 

the world, Fuller and Manning {1973) attacked the idea that videotape was 

as effective as most people believed. Self-confrontation is, they conclude 

after a comprehensive review of literature related to all sorts of video 

self-confrontation, "more promising than we dar·ed hope, and mor·e 

dangerous than we knew to fear" (p512). What is it about r·eceiving visual 

feedbacK which could be so dangerous? Levis (1987) summarises Fuller· &. 

M 

"a) videotape feedbacK can be a stressful, a.m:iety-pr·oducing 
e>:perience: objective representation of the self can be more 
a.m:iety producing if the subject is already a.m:ious; videotape 
representation of self involves a selectivity and focusing on 
self which makes such a feedback ernperience more a.rousing 
emotionally, and different from other r·epresentations of self 
b) initial exposur·e to videotape replays ca.use:- intense 
self-focus on visual-cues; 
c) for videotape feedback to be :-uccessful, it should be done 
in situations wher·e the subject feels basically secure; 
moderate rather than e:dreme dissc,na.nce has been found to 
be more effective in br·inging change in nonattitudinal 
matters." (p723) 

Fuller & Manning include a. great number of studies from outside the ar·ea. 

of Teacher Education which illustrate the positive and negative effectE. of 

visual feedback. It would seem that there are just as many people who are 

"closed" and defensive; as there a.r·e "open and trusting" (p511) 1 and it is 

these people who ma.y find the totally revealing video-tape presentation 

too demanding. "Those who a.re vulnerable and 1t✓ithout ca.pa.city to change 

can be damaged" (p5i 1) 
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One author· (Stones 19E:4) warns of the video camera itself being used for

purposes other than educational ones. He su,;;;igests ca.re must be ta.ken; 

"to ensure that the machiner·y is used for pedagogical 
purposes and not to gratify the supervisor'st the teacher's or 
the technicians' desir·e to play the professional television 
production team. A slid<t dramatict a.r-tistict technically 
e>:cellent production is not the aim c,f the e:<er·cise and +.his 
fa.ct needs to be held firmly in mind by supervisors or they 
will be seduced without their knowing it." (Stones 1984; 
p25/26). 

A mode of feedbad< which may be less threatening than video, is a.n 

audio-record of a. MT e>:perience. A small number of studies have 

specifically confronted the issue of the effectiveness of audio-tape 

compared with video-tape. Leonard et al (1971) compared three different 

modes of feedback on a small gr·oup of students (n= i2); using a comparison 

of teaching performance as the mea.s1-1re of success of ea.ch mode. The 

mode:- were; audio feedba.d<, video feedback, and supervisor·s comments. No 

statistical difference was found among the groups; although the video 

gr·oup showed gains in "indirect teaching influence" and "student talk". 

Shively t van Mondfra.ns, 8, Reed (1970) used a. larger sample {37 students) 

to compa.r·e four different feedback modes1 (audio, video, observational 

data1 and the Sta.nfor·d Teacher Competence Appraisal Guide; a rating 

schedule), and fc,und in this case that the audici-ta.pe was the most 

effective at effecting a change in teacher behaviour. The observational 

data. from a live lesson was lea:.t effective. When the tr-ainees' attitude 

was questionedt both the audio and video gr·oups were significantly higher-. 

From the r·esults of this study, Shively recommended the use c,f audio-tape 

r-ecorder·s in the Microteaching process, 

Clift et al (1976) used a.n even larger sample group of 72 students to 

e>:plore the effects of differ·ent modes of feedbad< (audio vs video) and the 

presence of supervisor·=· - four gr·oups were formed. No difference was 

found between any of the four groupings, although the author reports that 

for· those students ra:ted lm,1 on the first teaching session, audio feedbacK 
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ha.d a positive effect on their teachir,g beha.vio1.Jr, and for those rated high; 

audio feedbacK had a negative effect. 

An i mpartant contribution to the discussion has been made by Levis <1987) t 

1r1hen he suggests that ra. ther than one mode being superior to another in 

the feedba.cK area.; it is the nature of the skill which determines which 

mode will be rnosi: effective. Although there is no specific literature to 

support it; the claim is made that feedback on verbal skills will be best 

served by audio feedbacK, while feedback on sKills with visual elements 

would benefit from video feedba.d<. At first glance; this would seem quite 

acceptable; but when other· research is ta.Ken into account; it can be seen 

that other factors (such a.s personality-type, familiarity with MT concepts, 

etc) must be cons.idered, as well as the nature of the sKill, when deciding 

on a. mode of feedback. 

2.2.7 OTHB:R RB:SB:ARCH 

It can be seen therefore that most of the Microteaching literature can be 

organised under the four headings; "Modellingt Supervisorst Participants; 

and Feedback", although the e>:amples quoted abc,ve illustrate the 

difficulty researchers have had in isolating the components for 

e>:perimental purposes, Some e:<amples of the research which do not fall 

easily under one of the above headings, follow. 

Brown (i 975) tested s.pecifically the long-term residual effects of a MT 

progr·amme, continuing a. line of enquiry which has interested a number of 

researchers. ThiE- particular ser·ies of studies showed a significant la.sting 

effect of a MT programme on the teaching performance of those who tooK 

part. But as McLeod (19:37) suggests1 such an e:{per·imenta.l result may 

simply show that those trainees who a.re good at demonstrating sl<ills, can 

do .just as ,,.,ell in a labor·atory as in a cla.ssr·oom. 
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Two groups were trained identically in the use of certain skills (Levis et al 

1974), with micro-lessons taKing place in two different settings, one a 

normal school environment, the other· a microteaching laboratory. When 

compa.r-ed by means of an audiotape recor·ding of performance, the MT group 

achieved better than the school group. Although, as McLeod (1987) points 

out, such a result may simply be a consequence of the audio-recording 

favouring the MT group, it is significant that when directly compared, two 

identically trained gr·oups acheived substantially different r·esults, due to 

the learning environment. 
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2.3 MICROTEACHING IN SPECIFIC SUBJE!:CT ARE!:AS 

Another· area of research which doesn't easily fall under the four main 

headings above, is the effects different subject-areas have on the outcome 

of the Microteaching e:<per·ience. Apart from some general statements 

suggesting that verbal material may perhaps be best recorded by audio 

devices, and non-verbal (or visual) sKills recorded by video, little has been 

written regarding any specific differences between MT programmes applied 

to distindly differ·ent subject area.s, such as Art1 Physical El:ducation; 

Social Studies, or Music. 

McIntyre, McLeod; and Griffiths, \1977), when publishing the findings of 

many e>:perirnents carried out at the University of Stirling, invited 

colleagues involved in the MT cciur·se there to comment on the programme 

from a subject specific point of view. Four viewpoints are forwarded from 

Science, English, Modern Languages and History specialists; and the fir-st 

reaction from these authors is that if a.ny differences a.re appar·ent, then 

they may possibly be e:<pla.ined not by the nature of the sub.ject itself, but 

by the nature of the trainees attracted to that subject. 

2 .3.1 SCIENCB: 

Davies (1977) insists upon a holistic vie1t1 of teacher behaviour and 

therefor·e teacher tr·aining, but argues that in the a.r·ea. of Science teaching 

sc,me specific sKills suit the MT pr·ocess very well: "guided discovery, 

1:rnplaining cornple:•: ideas with a variety of audio-visual a.ids, small group 

discussion of en(perimental results to encourage attempts ai 

generalisations by pupilst formalising familiar commonsense e>:periences 

in a framewor·K of scientific Knowledge, etc." (p232). Sciencet indeed1 

appears to be a subject area. which has been used e:densively in the 

li ter·a ture. 
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2.3.2 MODERN LANGUAGES 

In the specific subject area of Modem Languages, MT is seen by one author 

(Johnstone 1977) to have both str·engths and weaKnesses. The concept of 

shod-lesson, single skill, tea.ch-reteach, seems to be quite unsuited to 

the Modem Language teacher, who had difficulty in brea.King down their 

subject area into easily definable rnicr·o-sKill areas. Johnstone suggests 

ther·e is a need to relate "skills" to "str·ategies", using e:-:a.rnples (p241) to 

illustr·a.te that very often a trainee may be demonstr·a.ting a sKill or group 

of skills at a high level, but the actual learning which taKes place is 

negligible. The idea. that a sKill is c,nly part of an immense repertoire, 

needs to be emphasised to the Modern Language teacher·, accor·ding to 

Johnstone. 

Thr·ee "adaptations" of MT in the Modern Language setting seem to have 

been successful, when "harnessed" with other training approachest namely 

Lesson Planning and Teaching Strategies. (Johnstone, 1977, p244/5). In this 

particular· setting, and v1ith this personal, MT is regarded as most useful 

for "pr·oviding a meaningful cc,nte:d in which aspects of Mc,dern Language 

teaching may be analysed and discussed ... " (p245), not a specific sKill 

tr·aining technique. 

2.3.3 ENGLISH 

Gilmor·e (1977) argues that there is a quite distinctly different appr-crach to 

MT between social science and humanities' students. He e:{plains that 

"unliKe the student of mc,dern languages whose lesson strategies are 

mainly progra.mmatic, or that of the science student who often employs 

heuristic pr·ocedur·es in his teaching, the E:nglish student's. approach is 

often her·meneutic or interpretive" (p235). Because of the natur·e of English 

as a subjectt Gilmore maintains. that II Microskills a.r·e less r·elevant to the 

tr·a.inee B:nglish teacher than the more global aspects of teaching; e.g. the 
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selection a.nd sequencing of the content; lesson-planning; choice of optimal 

lesson strategies in relation to content and the like" (p237). 

2.3.4 HISTORY 

The above thr·ee authors ar·e joined by Lloyd (1977) in the His.tor·y ar·ea; who 

has some r-eservations about the "gap" between the lear·ning of individual 

skills; and the integr·ation of those sKills into an accessible and fle>dble 

for the ciassroom. Of the fotJrr it is the History teacher 

who speaKs mc,st enthusiastically for MT, along with the science teacher·, 

Significa.ntlyt Lloyd says that "perhaps the most signal contribution that 

MT pr·ogra.mmes ... ha.ve ma.de, is. the pr·omotion of more fle>dble attitudes 

and greater professional awareness in students" (p251). 

Isolated e;<amples of research into the relative effectiveness of MT in 

other suject areas e:dst in the literatur-e, although there appears to be 

little relating dir-ectly to pr·actical s1Jbject areas, such as woodwor·Kt Phys. 

8:d, or Art. It would seem that with the many models of Microtea.ching 

dis.seminating from the or-iginal, these subject ar·eas could ma.Ke use of the 

theor·etical aspects relevant to their· specific needs. 
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2.4 MICROTB:ACHING IN MUSIC B:DUCATION. 

Little has been wr·itten about the use of Microteaching in the education of 

Music Teachers. It seems that Music, along with those practical subjects 

mentioned a.bove, lH<e Ph;lsical 8:ducation a.nd Art, ha.s been neglected in 

the discussion which has affected Microtea.ching in recent years. 

This may be e>:plained b;l the fact that the original terms of reference for 

Microteaching focused on questioning skills and teaching techniques for 

the general classroom. Added to this1 the fact that music is perceived as a 

"specialist" subject may have discouraged the use □ft and research into1 

Microteaching in Music H:ducation. More importantly, perhaps1 is the idea 

that Music in the classroom has historically been r·egarded as an "e:dra." to 

the "core" c,f subjects studiedt and has only recently enjoyed some 

development of Music Teacher E:ducation serves to illustrate this .• 

2.4.1 BACKGROUND OF MUSIC TB:ACHER 8:DUCATION 

.:_ .J.J-,
J.j f \.liC 

In recent yea.rs, a philosophy of Music B:ducation has emerged in response 

to the gr·owth of Music as a subject taught in primary and secondary 

schools (see refer·ences cited below). Up until the middle of this centur·y, a 

music-lesson was primar·ily the responsibility of a private music teacher, 

with some schools including singing and music a.ppreciation as an "e:dra" 

to the core C1Jrriculum. 

As a "practical" subject, man7' perceived aims were achieved by group 

practical activities such as group singingt relatively easy to organise and 

economical with regar·d to staff input. In New Zealand; since the 

development of a. syllabus and curriculum guidelines (1945t1963); the music 

lesson has changed considerably, although the "large-group activity" still 

features in many schools under the guise of a "music lesson". The private 

music lesson (from a Register·ed Music Teacher·) still r·emains., but it is nm'-1 
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the right of every pupil to e:<pect some musical training during school 

yea.rs. 

With the development c,f psychometric tests of musical aptitude a.nd ability 

(Wing 1936t Seashore 1930; Drake 1933;) the music lesson gained a little 

mc,re respect from the curr·iculum developers a.nd education administr·ators. 

By the i 960's; te:<tbooks began to include issues such as the content of 

music lessons; at what age it should be ta.ughtt a.nd how such learning could 

be measured. The International Society for Music E:ducation USME); set up 

ir, 19561 was the first attempt to co-or·dina.te i:he many different 

approaches to school-based music education which were emerging at this 

time, influenced by cc,nser-vatories of many different countries (eg, Cur'#in, 

Kodaly t Dalcroze). It now enjoys great success as an administr·ative body 

controlling many developments in the related fields of Music E:ducation. 

(The Journal of the Internai:ional Society of Music Education is published 

annually, curr·ent edii:,x· A. Kemp, Univer·sii:y of Reading; B:ngland.) 

International Journals began appearing as ear·ly as 190:3 with Music 

Teacher in Britain; a.nd Music Ei:ducators Jour-na.l appearing in the United 

States in 1914. Various Journals in different countrie1::. have continued to 

appear with two significant additions ar·ound the middle of the century 

being Education Musicale in France (1945) and Journal of Research in Music 

B:ducation in the United States in 1952. The latter· has been a major force 

in developing Music Education philosophy, together with the British 

equivalent Psychology of Music1 fir·st published in 1973. Mor·e recentlyt 

Music Perception (19:::3) and Psychomusicology (19::H) have contributed to 

the incr·easing number of journals related to Music Education1 with these 

latest additions reflecting the recent emphasis of Cognitive Psychology on 

the development of B:ducationa.l theories. 

Te:dbooks published in the la.st five yea.rs also reflect this emphasis; 

Music Cognition (Dowling 19:::4>i The Cognitive Psychology of Music 
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(Slaboda i985)t The Developmental Psychology of Music (Hargreaves 1986lt 

Music as Cognition (Ser·afine 1987), and Music 1 Mind and Education 

(SvJanwick, 1988)) They have contributed to the discussion by refining and 

r·edefining the topics involved in a philosophy of Music E:ducation. These 

te:ds continue the thread from earlier· teds such as Psychology for 

Musicians (Bud< i 944) and Psychology of Music (Sea.shore 1967), 1tJhich, as 

mentioned 

tests. 

grew as a response to the use of ps;lchometric music 

In many countries, the training of music teacher·s as specialists has 

followed a. similar pa.th of development. As in other· practical subject 

areas such as, for ernample, Home E:conomics and Art, the specialist Music 

Teacher has in the pa.st been recruited from the private sector of teachers 

who have not traditionally been .assciciated with a formal learning 

institution. [In the case of Music Specialists in New Zealand, many who 

were to be eventually employed by schools and colleges, v1ere first 

members of the Registered Music Teachers Society, a body which was 

organised long befor·e any school-based Music Teachers group (Jennings 

1978). This group has been responsible for a very high sta.ndar·d of 

professionalism in their- or·ganisation and administration of training and 

accreditation policies, and has provided New Zealand schools v1ith many 

well-qualified and accomplished musicians.] 

When Teachers Colleges in New Zealand and other countries began to 

assume the role of training specialist music teachers, they faced the 

responsibility of providing a classsr·oom based training programme 

incorporating the practical skills of trained musicians with pedagogical 

methodst and of responding to the demands which the growing Psychology 

of Music Education was ma.King of the profession. It has been the role of 

the Teachers' Colleges therefore to enhance the e>:per-t skills of tea.cher·s 

fr-om one specialist area (pr·ivate mu!:.ic teaching>t fc,r use in another 
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closely rela.tedt yet different a.reat that of the school cla.ssroomt while all 

the time responding to c,ngoing developments in music education. In more 

recent yearst this role has been further e>:panded to include basic sKill 

tr·aining in the specialist areas of performance and composition, as well as 

providing models and theor·ies of teaching specifically r·elevant to the 

music teacher. Teacher·s' Colleges encouraget and indeed r·equiret the 

participation of all trainees in some form of practical music ma.King and in 

the application c,f fundamental music sl-<ills in a teaching situa.tion, 

Specialist trainees participate in the study of musical styles, in 

composition and perfor·mance; and most importantly in the application of 

acquired Knowledge in the planning and pr·ac:tice of music lessonst for both 

full classroom and Microteaching environments. 

2.4.2 MICROTEACHING IN MUSIC TEACHER EDUCATION 

It may be e>:pected that a Micr·oteaching format as outlined earlier would 

lend itself easily to the subject area of music and the education of music 

teachers. Perhaps the per·formance-based nature of music teaching; with 

its continuous rehearsal and inbuilt feedbacK (features found also in a 

Microteaching progr·a.mme), has resulted in Music B:d1.Jcation not feeling the 

need to a5.sociate itself dir·ec:tly with a MT format. Very little has been 

written on the area of Music and Microteaching; the use of feedbacK in 

Music Educationt or indeed on the general area of the training of music 

specialists for the school classr·c,om, Some e;<a.mples ,::if the liter·at1.Jre ar·e 

included below. 

Carpenter· (197 U, in an article dealing mainly w·ith a practice popular· at the 

timet (that of using televised music lessons in American schools) refers to 

the use of videotape r·ecor·ding in pr·e-5.ervice teacher tr·aining as 

Micrateachingt here being regarded as an opportunity to "provide the 

student with a structur·al basis for continuing self- evaluatic,n"(p17), He 

suggests that 
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... " microteaching is especially helpful in music education 
because it contributes to the students ability to cope with 
the synchronous natur·e of the art; viz, the music teacher· 
must be abie to perform simultaneously many of the 
following tasks: r·ead and inter-pr-et the score, conduct or play 
an instrument, listen for intonation, phrasing and balance, 
detect performance errors, and identify myriad performance 
and stylistic problems. The immediate re-e>:perience of a 
given lesson or· rehea.rsal provides an otherwise unavailable 
opportunity far the evaluation and development of these 
important operational s~<ills" 
(pi 7). 

It would appear that any of the four approaches to Micr-oteaching outlined 

earlier· in this chapter (2.i.2) could accommodate the above philosophy to 

sc,me degree. Carpenter suggests that the composite r,:ile of a music 

teacher is highl;1 suitable for the type of individual tr-ea.tment 

Microteaching is able to give to separate skills, and eventually to groups 

of skills. 

A second e>:ample of Microteaching in Music comes fr-om Sianford 

University, where, while general Microtea.ching developments were being 

advanced in the i 960'!:-, the Music Department a.t that institution was 

ta.King advantage of the availability of the new technology and training 

procedures. Kuhn (1 '7'68) reviews the use of MT ther·e, stating emphatically 

that the MT concept can apply directly to music education. Trainee music 

tea.cher·s at Stanfor·d were asked to "wor·K towards dir-ect musical 

involvement on the part of the pupils" and "to utilise some of the new 

cur·ric:ula.r methods and materials of music education discussed pr·eviously 

in class" in their microteaching planning. 

Although; as e>:pected fr-om Stanford in 196::::t the main emphasis of this MT 

progr·amme is on skill acquisition ("the focus in microteaching is on 

in!:-fructing •••. in the use of certain skills a.rid concepts of teaching"), ther·e 

is also reference to a "sensitisation" pr·ocesst particularly concerning the 

use of reinforcement. "They also become sensitised to the effective use 

of positive gestur·es; facial e>:pressions, and a.rm and hand motions" (p52). 

But perhaps the most important claim in favour· of MT in music made by 
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Kuhn is that "identifiable, common chara.cter·istics and qualities of 

effective teaching can be utiliE-ed within one's own field of curriculum 

specialisation" .(p53) 

McG.uerrey (1968) refers to a. E-pecialised use of video-feedback in music 

rehearsal. He suggests that an application of the Stanford "teaching 

=-kills" to muE-ic can r·evea.l a. group of five teaching skills which ar·e 

"definable, overt, tr·aina.ble and of justifiable value: training 
in sett training in the use of voice and in giving clear 
directions, training in closure, tr·a.ining in stimulus variation, 
and training in establishing appropr·iate frames of 
reference" (p50), 

Although these a.re clear·ly important teaching skills for ever·y classroom 

teacher; this list does not include anything of unique relevance to the 

music teacher, 

McG..uerrey adds a cautionary note to the end of hiE. reviewt e>:plaining that 

"r·a.pid, definite behavioural change may be e:<pected [from microteachingJ, 

but it can be positive or negative. The use of video equipment should be 

pr·eceded by careful planning and directed by e:-:perienced teaching staff". 

(p53) 

The thr·ee articles cited above, v1ritten .around the time of great interest in 

the new MT practice, a.re non-investigative by nature and refer to only one 

form of feedback, that of videc,tape. And of the research mentioned earlier 

in this liter·atur·e reviev, r·egar·ding the effectiveness of different modes of 

feedback (2 .2 .6), none made reference to a s.pecific subject area. such a.s 

music. 

A study by Nelson (1980) attempts to compare different feedback mc,des in 

the area of Music Education. Three feedback procedures were e>:amined: 

systematic self-observatii:m of videotaped music unguided 

self-obser·va.tion of videotape, and verbal feedback from instructor·. 

Nelson found that there •,11as no significant differ·ence amongs.t the three 
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feedbacK groups when acquir·ed teaching sKills were assessed in a 

post-te!:.t situation, but that a.11 three gr·oups wer·e significantly higher· 

than the control group. 

This study, although maKing an impor·tant contr-ibution tc, the resear·ch, 

remains limited in its generality for two reasons. First, of the three 

different feedbacK modesi the two involving videotape a.re closely r·ela.ted. 

Although one of these groups was r·equired 1:o count specified behaviours 

using inter-val r·ec□r·ding techniques, and the other simply to view the 

videotape unguided, the central focus of feedbacK remained a videotape of 

the lesson. As discussed ea.r·lier, the actual viewing of oneself on videc,, 

v1hether· countin•;;i behaviours or not, can be a stressful enough eD:perience 

to contaminate any outcome. The difference between these two conditions 

is slight. 

Second, the importance of this study for Music Educators is diminished 

when the teaching sKills involved are e>:a.mined, Nelson states "selected 

music teaching !:-Kills included teacher· verbal reinfc,r·cement, nc,n-verbal 

reinforcement (facial eD:pressions and touches), and the use of 

instructional time." As was the case for· the ar·gument of McQuer·r·y (15'6E:) 

above, the specificity of such teaching sKills to the music classroom is 

questionable - although obviously of use to all classr·oom teachers, these 

sKills offer nothing which is uniquely applicable to the music teacher·, 

Is it possible then that Microtea.chingt using primarily visual processes, 

has nothing specific to offer Music Education? Nelson, in her literatur·e 

review; identifies four frequently used feedback types: "instructor ver·bal 

comments, audiotape analysis, computer pr·intout, and videotape 

observation". She utilise!:. only the first and last in this list in her 19E:0 

study, a.voiding one \-vhich would seem to have consider·able importance for 

Music B:ducation - audicita.pe analysis. 
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2.5 SUMMARY 

The litera.1:ure discussed in this chapter· has unfolded the evolutionar-,., 

development of the Microteaching process. In this developmentt a number 

c,f different research approaches has been appar·ent; each contributing to 

the shaping of Microteaching in different wa-,.,s. Some research has 

compar·ed audiotape and videotape feedbacf.< modest and there has been 

some discussion on the use of Microteaching in Music S:duca.tion. In 

:-ummary; the research indicates a number of general points. 

First, Microteaching as a form of teacher education has become accepted by 

a large number of insti1:utior1s • 

Second, Micro-teaching has, since its beginning:. at Stanford University in 

the 1960 developed to accommodate different philosophies of what 

should i:aKe place in a teachers' training. 

Thir·d 1 most r·esearch on Microteaching has focused on one or more of the 

following in1:egr·al component:.: modelling; participant:., super·visors and 

feedbacK. 

Fourth, ther·e have been few attempts to determine the success c,f 

variations in the Microteaching process for different subject areas. 

Fifth, although some research has applied Microteaching to Music 

Education, none appears to have been ca.r·ried out which compares the 

feedbac:f.< modes of videotape and audiotape. 
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CHAPTER 3. THE PROBLEM DEFINED 

3.1 INFLUENCES OF THEE LITERATURB: 

Conclusions drawn from the review of the literature influenced the 

study in a number c,f specific ways. 

First, the sensitisation or cognitive-sKills approach (see 2.1.2) is favoured 

over the "behaviour modification" mc,del involving successive 

appro:dmations of a single skill. A Microteaching programme employing 

this approach will be r·eg.arded as effective if there is a. change in the 

discrimination skills of the trainees ta.King part. 

Second; t.he "modelling" component is emphasised t.o ensur·e, as Per·rott 

(1977) suggests; +.hat a model ser·ves both as a. demonstra.ticm of the 

(arid and as an oppori:uni ty for· tr·a.inee:- to 

improve their discrimination sKills. The literature also indicates that 

skills should be taught in isolation first, and then within a conte:d, and 

that prompt feedback on the correctness of such discrimination is essential 

at this part of the cycle, 

Third, in general Micr·otea.ching pr·ogrammes, where different types of 

feedback have been tested, there seems to be little difference between a 

visual or an aural replay (e>:cept '>-vhere a sf.<ill is sense-specific). After 

initial shyness is overcome 1,-vith video review, this mode seems to be well 

received by trainess as a medium which a true record of the lesson is 

represented. But this medium also seems to have negative effects on some 

people; self-confrontation interfering with the aim of obser·ving and 

evaluating teaching activity (F1..1ller- and Manning 1973). A1..1dio records 

were found by a.t least ,:me wr·iter to be as effective as video (Shively et 

al; 1970). 
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F"ourth1 there appears to be no evidence in the literature that one 

particular form of feedback is better suited to Music Teaching than another 

form. Same research identifies particuiar· stengths of different 

components of the Microteaching cycle for particular subject areas (Section 

2.3)1 but the only conclusive finding of the research directed at M1Jsic 

13:ducation, is that some feedback is better than no feedback. 

3.2 RB:SB:ARCH PROPOSALS 

Fuller and Manning <1973) question the assumption tha.t video is by 

definition the best form of feedbacK for a Microtea.ching e>:ercise. Leonard 

et al U97U; Shively et al <1970)1 and Clift et al (1976)1 all investigated the 

use of audio-tape as a feedbacK mode, and found it as effective as video. 

It is therefore proposed that in a music Microteachir1g en:ercise, 

1 there will be no difference in the effects of an 

audio-tape and a video-tape on trainee's self-evaluation. 

Shively et al (i 970) also found that the ernperience of the live lesson with 

no feedbacK (e>:cept immediate recall) was leae.t effective in changing 

teacher behaviour. It appears reasonable to suggest that 

2 there will be a differ·ence between the evaluation frc,m 

memory; and the evaluations from both audio and video. 

Numerous studies have incor·porated comparisons of teaching conditions1 

and it is generally perceived by participants that teaching children is mare 

realistic and ther·efor·e more productive than teaching peers. However1 

Levis (1973) reported that apart from a lessening of interest in the 

Micro-teaching programme from those teaching peers, there was little other· 

difference between the groups. Ther·efore; it was e:<pected that 

3 there will be a differ·ence in the level of inter-est behleen 

the MT groups1 b1Jt no difference in the accuracy of rating; 

after chan,;1es in feedbacK. 
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3.3 RE:SE:ARCH DESIGN 

The pr·esent study proposes to e>:amine the effectiveness of a. 

Microteaching cycle (including the considerations outlined above) in the 

Music field, and specificaU-;: to e>:amine the differ·ential effects of using 

a.udio a.nd visual feedback in this a.r·ea.. A short ta.sk (to tea.ch a. 2-pa.rt 

song to a. sma.11 gr-ciup of Std 3 childr·en) will be per·for·med by 32 trainees 

after +.hey ha.ve observed a.nd discussed a. "ma.st.er" lesson of this activity, 

This "demonstration" phase of the cycle ,,vill involve observing ceri:a.in 

conducting and leadership skills in isolationt and then identifying them in 

conte>:t. The micr·c,-les.s.on will be video-recorded, and the trainee v1ill 

evaluate the e:<perience in 3 \vays; from memory (immediate recall), from 

audio-tape, and from video-tape. The evaluation device is a 10-item 

ques+.ionna.ir-e, with a seven-point response schedule, plus space for 

modes, a. comparison ca.n be ma.de of the effectiveness of each mode in 

providing feedback to the tr·a.inees. 

The "effectiveness" of the feedba.cK modes will be ena.mined by comparing 

the self-evaluation ratings of tr-a.inees' micro-lessons wii:h evaluation 

ratings given by a panel of e>:perts-1 who as tr·a.ined pra.ctitioners1 '".Jill also 

vievl the videc, of each tra.inees' micr·olesson, a.nd grade the trainees' 

performance using the same criteria.. 
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CHAPTE:R 4. ME:THOO 

The study compared two microteaching conditionst and three feedback 

mc,des. Also of consideration in the study was the aspect of whether· a 

microteaching programme can be economically efficient with regard to time 

restrictionst and financial r·estra.ints within the College str·ucture. To have 

any degree of e:dernal validity; it would seem important that the 

e>:perimental conditions cc,uld be replicated in the normal running of a 

training institution. 

4.1 SUBJECTS 

The pa.r·ticipa.nts were 32 tr·ainee music-teachers in their· second yea.r of 

preservice trainingt (29 female, 3 male; average age 20.4). In the first two 

terms of this year, the tr·ainees took pa.rt in microtea.ching programmes in 

local schools. These teaching sessions involved 2 or more trainees 

teaching a song to 15 pupils within a 20-minute time span. There was no 

formal feedback or evaluation of the four· teaching sessions available in 

either· of the two programmes. The trainees were therefore familiar with 

the concepts of reduced class sizet task and time-sea.le, but were not 

familiar· with the concepts of feedback and self-evaluation in the 

microtea.ching e>:ercise. 

The study r·andomly divided the trainees into two groups, a peer-teaching 

group (College) and a pupil-teaching group (School). Each trainee therefore 

became his/her own control 1.-vithin the different teaching envir·onments. 
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4.2 PROCEi:DURE: 

All trainees attended the same introductory and demonstration lessons; 

planned for 2 one-hour sessions in the weeK prior to the first 

micr·oteaching session. These sessions included a full description of the 

aim of the Microteaching Prograrnmet a master lesson-plan (Appendb: m, an 

intr-oduction to the evaluation form (Appendi:< E:lt and 2 demonstration 

lessons. 

Trainees rehearsed using the eva.luatic,n form so that they could become 

familiar with its contents before being asKed to use it for their own 

teaching. It was impressed on them that they wer·e requir·ed to complete 

three evaluation for·ms, and that the correct order of completing the forms 

was important - first from memory, secondly from a.udio-feedba.cKr and 

thir-dly from video-feedback. <The evaluation form is discussed further in 

Section 4.3) 

Four one-hour filming sessions were available; and with two video 

camera.st one at School and one at Colleget 8 trainees were filmed each 

weeK, resulting in a sample size of 32. The soundtracKs of the lessons were 

immediately tr·a.nsferred to audio-ta.per and both tapes (audio and video) 

ma.de available to the trainees through the Teachers' College pla.yba.cK 

facilities. Trainees 1,vere requested to complete the first evaluation form 

immediately, and the audio and video evaluation forms as soon as possible 

afterwards. It was the trainee's responsibility to complete these second 

and third forms; in response to the audio and video tapes; within one weeK. 

No problems were anticipated with only ::: trainees ea.ch weeK requiring 

pla.yba.cK facilities - a similar process had worKed successfully with 

third-year trainees ea.r·iier in the year. 
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Table 4.1 -- Filming schedule 

Session College Group School Group 

Introduction to the Microteaching Programme. 
1 Demonstration of teaching ski 11 s and method. 

Pr-act ice using the Evaluation Forms. 

2 Demonstration Lesson I I. Further practice 
with, and discussion of, Evaluation Forms. 

Trainees 1,2,3,4, Trainees 1 7, 1 8, 1 9 , 20 , 
3 filmed. Remainder filmed. 

act as pupils. Remainder teach. 

Trainees 5,6,7,8, Trainees 21,22,23,24, 
4 filmed. Remainder f i 1 med. 

act as pup i 1 s. Remainder teach. 

Trainees 9,10,11,12, Trainees 25,26,27,28, 
5 Filmed. Remainder f i 1 med. 

act as pupils. Remainder- teach. 

Tr·ai nees 13,14,15,16 Trainees 29,30,31,32, 
6 filmed. Remainder filmed. 

act as pupils. Remainder· teach. 

7 Questionnaire distributed to both groups. 
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The College grc,up was required to act as "the cla.ss", with one trainee 

teaching and being filmedt a.t one time. Although the other trainees acted 

as pupilst each trainee had only one opportunity to tea.ch the group, and did 

not have any opportunity to practice the task before being filmedt although 

a r·ehearsal effect of watching others may have been present for some 

trainees, and some vicar·ious learning may have taken place. 

At School, the 16 tra.inees were divided into 4 groups, each group situated 

in one of four teaching spaces available. Two classes of Standard 3 & 4 (9 

& 10 year-old} children were divided into 4 groups of about i 5, and each 

group received a 10-12 minute lesson from each of the 4 tr·ainees assigned 

to that group; that is, all trainees taught on ea.ch da>'• As only one trainee 

of ea.ch gr·oup was filmed ea.ch day (four in totaD, some trainees had the 

opportunity to pr·actice their· micr·olesson before being filmed. 

The presence of practice effects for both groups should not; however·, 

influence the study, which is concerned with a comparison of 3 different 

self-r·atings of a single micr·olesson, and a comparison of these ratings 

with those of an expert. It is not concerned with a. comparison of the level 

of performance of the actual lessons. 
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4.3 EVALUATION INSTRUMENT 

Although some research has applied Microteaching to Music Education (see 

Chapter 2.4lt none of the studies appear to have included either teaching 

s!<ills or evaluation items e.pecific to the music classr·oom. The evaluation 

form to be used in the present study consists of 10-itemst including some 

which are general in nature; but also ir,cluding some specific to the music 

teacher (see Appendi>: E>. For e>:a.mplet item 9 requires trainees ta 

evaluate the musical activity of their· pupils, by as!<ing whether II Mue.ical 

performance was corr·ected, when necessary" 

E:ach item has a seven-point rating scale with behavioural indica.tor·s 

provided at four positions along that sea.le. 

indicator·s for item 9 read: 

The four behavioural 

1. Children are often encouraged ta improve their· performance. 

3. Class sometimes encouraged to improve their performance. 

5. Class occasionally encourag~d to improve their performance. 

7. No encour·agement to improve their musical performance. 

Such indicators ar·e standar·d pr·ocedure when constr·ucting rating scales 

(see Brown, i 975t p150t Turney, Cliftt DunKin and Trail; 1973t p103), 

serving t,:::; assist the respondents with their· self-evaluation. Incl1Jded 

with ea.ch item is space provided for· any additional response to the 

question; and there is a.ls□ space for comments encouraging the trainee to 

elaborate further in a general manner. 

During the introductor·y sessions; ea.ch item on the evaluation form was 

e>:pla.ined in detail. This list of items therefore e.erved also as .3. guide ta 

the type of planning and teacher behaviour· required from the trainees. A 

summary of the e>:plana.tion given to trainnes is included with the 

evaluation form in Appendb: B:. 
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4.4 DATA RECORDING 

Microteaching records were available after the 4 weeK period in the for·m 

of both audio and video recordings of 32 individual i0-12 minute lessons of 

similiar content, 16 taught to peers and 16 taught to pupils. Data. were 

collected from participants in the form of self-evalua:tion forms completed 

in response to listening to (audio) and viewing (video) these recordings, 

and also completed immediately after the lesson (no feedback). 

The study also required that each video r·ecording was then evaluated by- a 

supervisor, in this case the author. Rater reliability was determined by % 

agr·eement on a proportion of trainees, between this rater and one other· 

member of the Music Department staff. Analysis took three forms: 

First, by totalling the ratings on each of the three evaluation forms for· all 

32 total ratings was rna.de. This 

would reveal general movement trends, pc,sitive or negative, in the 

trainees' ratings due to feedback mode. 

Second, it 1t1as possible to note the magnitude and direction of any change 

in evaluation response according to item type. 

Third, the supervisor's ratings were totalled, and a comparison made 

beh-veen this "e:.:pert" rating and the tr·ainees' three totalled ratings. 

(Fur·ther· discussion c,f the "accuracy" of the "expert" r-ating is provided in 

5.2.1 - page 57). Such analysis would e>(amine the r·elationship between the 

trainee's and the e:-(pert's rating to deter·mine in padicular which feedback 

condition returns a rating closest to the e>:pert r·atingt and which feedba.cl-< 

condition (if any) produces unr·ea.listic r·esponses from the tr·ainee. 
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All three forms of analysis tooK account of the two teaching conditions to 

e>:amine differences in the evaluatic,ns due to teaching envir·onment. 

Finally, a brief questionnaire was administered to the gr·oups (Appendi:-: F) 

asl<ing for· a general response to the programme under· headings of time, 

ta.sK, modelt feedba.cKt etc, Together with informal interviews and 

dis.cussions with the participants, this questionnaire sought to r·eveal any 

tr·ainee preference or· perceived value in the different aspects of the 

Micr·oteaching programme. 
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CHAPTER 5. RB:SULTS 

5.1 CHANGE IN TRAINB:E RATING 

5.i.1 COLLECTION OF DATA 

Twenty-eight of the intended thir-ty-two trainees completed the whole 

microteaching e>:erciset and submitted three self-evaluation forms 

covering the thr·ee feed-bacK modes. This resulted in a sample size of 28; 

14 in the College groupt and 14 in the School group. 

Each tr·ainee completed an identical evaluation form for each feedbacK 

mode rating themselves on 10 questions using a seven-point scale. This 

produced 30 r·atings for each trainee1 three for each item on the evaluation 

form. For greater· clarity in reporting data; and in ma.King comparisonst the 

rating scale was converted to a weighted scale I reversing the ratings from 

i=high, 7=lowt to 7=high, i=low. For e>:ample, a rating of Memory 3, Audio 

3, Video 2, is converted to read Memor·y 5, ,6,udio 51 Video 6. 

All ratings were then summed to produce a total rating out of 70. The 

benefits of us.ing a summed r.ating1 apart from the obvious one of clear 

comparison; include the fact that only large differences in a trainee's 

self-evaluai:ion will r·egister. Ii: v.Jas considered that these advantages 

outweighed the issue of a total rating being somehow artificia.11 

remembering that the total r·ating was used only in comparative analysis, 

and not as a measur·e of achievement, Summed ratings for each trainee on 

each feedback: mode are pr·esented in Table 5.1, and in graph form in Table 
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Table 5.1a - College Group Summed Ratings 

Feedbi<.cl< Mode 

rrrainee Memory Audio Video 

C1 35 33 42 
C2 53 49 45 
C3 58 60 62 
C4 50 44 42 
r:= -J 53 57 57 
C6 62 57 54 
C7 57 52 60 
C8 52 47 46 
C9 55 57 55 

C10 45 44 45 
C11 59 63 59 
C12 58 54 54 
C 3 C"C' 

J~' 59 61 
C14 44 48 51 

Table 5.1b - School Group Summed Ratings 

Feedback Mode 

Trainee Memory Audio Video 

81 51 53 52 
82 50 46 46 
S3 46 51 58 
S4 44 46 47 
85 45 49 51 
86 41 47 50 
S7 50 54 55 
S8 43 42 37 
89 46 47 48 

S10 48 59 54 
811 52 55 54 
812 53 55 51 
S13 58 55 55 
S14 48 48 48 
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5.1.2 DIRE:CTIONAL TRB:ND OVE:R THRB:E: B:VALUATIONS 

The analysis is interested in observing any change apparent across the 

thr-ee evaluation ratings. There are three broad trends possible: a 

positive trend where a. trainee increases her rating with a change in 

feedback; a negative tr·end, where the r·a.ting decreases; or a 

non-directional trendt where the introduction of feedba.cK does not appear 

to influence rating one way or the other. Three e>:amples serve to 

illustrate this further. 

First, where a trainee's rating is positively affected by feedback. Tr-ainee 

83 returned three ratings, Memory=46, Audio=511 and Video=58. This 

would indicai:e that the trainee had the impression immediately after the 

lesson that she had met the aims of the lesson reasonably successfully. 

After listening to an audiotape of the lesson, the rating was increased to 

511 and further incr-ea.sed after viewing a videotape. 

Second, where a tr-ainee's r·ating is negatively affected by feedbacK. 

Trainee C4 rated Memory=50, Audio=44, and Video=42, indicating an 

opposite trend where first listening to the lesson decreased the rating 1 

and then viewing the lesson further decreased it. 

Third, where neither a positive nor· a negative trend is apparent, but a 

combination of them both. Trainee 810 showed this trend t with Memor-y=48, 

Audio=59, and Video=54. Here the trainee increased her· rating after 

hearing a recording of the lesson, but decreased it after seeing the video, 

although remaining higher tha.n the initial Memory ra.tir,g. 

so 



Tables 5.1 and 5.2 =-how. thai: twenty seven (96.5%) of i:he sample of 

twenty-eight registered at least one change in their total self-evaluation 

rating over the three evaluations. E:ight trainees showed an overall 

decr·ease, 10 showed an increase, and 7 showed no unidirectional change. 

Three trainees showed very little or no change across all three modes. 

There is no significant difference between the two teaching conditions, 

pupils (School) and peers (College). No one single trend is therefore 

apparent from these initial figures, suggesting a.t this stage that no one 

mode of feedback stands out as particularly influencing trainee rai:ing. 

In other· words, there were roughly equal numbers of trainees who were 

encouraged by feedback, as there were discour·a.ged, .and as there were not 

affected. 
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5.i .3. ANALYSIS BETWEEN MODES 

Further analysis is possible when changes between just two evaluations is. 

considered - that ist between Memory and Audio, and then between Audio 

and Video. It is also of interesi: to compare the Memory evaluation with 

the Video. 

Table 5.3 shows the number of trainees who changed between two modest 

and the magnitude of those changes. (See Appendix G for detaiis of 

magrritude and direction of individual changes.) There is very little 

difference between teaching conditiont School and College. The Total 

sample figures show that 27 trainees changed their rating when Audio 

feedbacK was introducedt with 102 actual changes recorded. When Video 

feedbacK was introduced, 2i trainees changed their rating, with only 66 

changes recorded. This could be e:-:plained in two ways: 

Either the introduction of video had less effect on trainees' 

self-evaluation because the material in the video provided no e>:tra 

information, the trainee already being informed by the audio tape. Or there 

was a rehearsal or repetition effect evident which resulted in some 

tr·a.inees, by the third self-evaluationt simply r·epeating what they had 

already written. 
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Table 5.3 - Number- of trainees who changed r-ating 

and magnitude of changes 

Memc,r-y to Audio Audio to Video Memor·y to t.,.i i deo 

(Total <T,:.ta 1 (Total 
Number- Changes) Number- Changes) Number- Ch.anges) 

College 14 (54) 11 (36) 1 1 (63) 

School 13 (48) 10 (30) 13 (64) 

Total 27 (102) 21 (66) 24 < 127) 

Table 5.4 - Direction of changes 

Memor-y to Audio Audio to Video Memor·y to Video 

N Pos Neg N Pos t·.Jeg N F'c1s Neg 

College 14 6 8 11 6 5 11 6 5 

School 13 10* 3 10 4 6 13 9 4 

Total 27 16 11 21 10 1 1 24 15 9 

* p = .046 (Sign Test) 
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When the direction of changes between feedback mode is consider·ed (see 

Table 5.4), the only result of any significance is the School group after the 

,6,udio mode. Ten of the thir·teen .05, Sign Test) trainees changed their-

rating in a positive direction when audio feedback was introduced. Even 

when the size of individual differences is ta.Ken into account (vlilco;rnn 

Test - see Appendh: H), this result remains statistically significant 

(p= .05). 

This may be suggesting that far· the School gr·oup, an initial lc,w 

self-rating after· Memory mode vJas positively influenced by the 

intr·c,duction of the Audio tape. When Video tape was intr·oducedt a less 

definite influence is apparent, 1.-vith 6 of this group r·eacting negatively, 4 

positively, and the remaining 4 not changing their rating. 

When the video rating is with the initial memory rating; 

alrnc:,st the same number appear to have been affected video as by audio. 

So although the significant result of Audio seems to be suppor·ting the idea. 

that audio feedback is helpful for self evaluation; the almost identical 

result for video may indicate either that each is as helpful as the other, or 

that the initial "Memory" feedback was. ver·y weak and that perhaps any 

mode of feedback would effect a. change. The introduction of video after· 

audio can certainly be !:-a.id not to have fur·ther· incr·eased the rating - the 

la.ck of any real difference between audio and video feedbacK is discussed 

below in Section 5.5. 

The College group situation seems less clear·1 with a.bout 50% of the gr·oup 

being affected either way by ea.ch feedbacK condition. When both College 

and School groups are considered together·, a. general trend becomes 

apparent ·where the Audio feedback encour·ages a positive response and 

where the introduction then of Video r·esults in a negative response. 
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The analysis so far· indicates that for the Total sample, but mainly for the 

School group, the introduction of Audio feedbacK positively affects a 

tr·ainee'·;; self-evaluation. The intr·oduction of video feedbacK after· audio 

feedbacK does not further increase this r·ating - in fa.ct, after video 

feedba.ckt the rating is decreased, although it is still higher than the 

c,riginal memory condition. (The possibility c,f an 'order' effect being 

present has been discussed earlier in this section - page 52) 

It is possible that such small differences betv1een ra:l:ings from the thr·ee 

sources of feedbacK indicate that the scales are closely r·elated in what 

they are measur·ing. In order to investigate the r·elationships t-d•Neen the 

feedbacK modest the Spearman Ra.nK-Order Correlation, corrected for ties, 

w·a.s used. (The ranH order· of r·atings is listed in Appendi:-: D. Table 5,5 

summarises the information, presenting correlations for· the whole sample, 

and for- both teaching tonditions. 

Although they are not significantly differemt, the coefficients here do 

support the tr·end whii:h has emerged already. The video feedbacK was less 

closely related to the memor·y feedbi:<.cK (,64>t tha.n via!:- the audio feedbacK 

(.75), suggesting that v-.1hen trainees hea.r·d themselves on audiotapet their· 

self-r·a.ting was not very differ·ent from the initial memory responset and 

when trainees viewed themselves on videotape, their self-rating was still 

close to the memory responset but not as close as the audio. 

Also of interest from these figures, is the very high correlation between 

the Audio and Video responses1 suggesting very little difference in the 

response to the evaluation form on these two modes. This perhaps 

indicate!:. mor·e that the r·ating sea.le was not :-ensitive enough to register· 

differences between the feedbacK modes. (Corr·e la tion coefficients 

between individual items on the evaluation form a.re also high - see 

Appendi>: K.) 
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Table 5.5 - Correlation Coefficients 

Memory to Audio to Memory to 
Audio Video Video 

College .82 • '7'1 .71 

School .69 .81 .48 

Total .75 .86 .64 
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5.2 COMPARISON OF TRAINtEII AND l!XPE!:RT RATING 

The discussion has centred on any movement or change of trainees' mvn 

ratings generated by the introduction of feedbacKt and has identified a 

slightly stronger influence from audiotape than from videotape. No 

account has yet been ta.Ken though as to whether· such incr·eases. or 

decreases in trainee rating are realistic or- well-founded. In order- to 

investigate thist each tr-ainee's three ratings were compar-ed with an 

"e:-:per·t" r-ating. The method of obtaining the "e>:per-t" r-ating is described 

belc,1r1. 

5.2.i E!:XPB:RT RATING AND INTER-RATER RELIABILITY 

The author· viewed all 2:3 video recordings, a.nd rated ea.ch trainee on the 

same 10 items of the evaluation form. These ratings are presented in 

Table 5.6. 

A second rater, also a member of the Music Department with e>:perience in 

Micr-oteachingt r-ated 10 (36%) of the videos chosen at random from both 

teaching conditions. This provided an inter-r·ater reliability of :::6% 

agreement (within + or- - U. (See Appendi>: J for· details of inter-rater 

reliability) 

Both raters were familiar 1r1ith the criteria. 1Jsed for rating and had been 

involved in both the planning and supervision of the microteaching 

pr·ogr·a.mme. This involvementi together 'v./ith the Knowledge that both 

rater·s were e;-:perienced with many facets of the pre-service training of 

music teacher·s; including in-school teaching practice a.nd college-based 

micr-otea.ching programmes; gave support to the notion of an "e>:pert" 

rating. The inter-r-ater- reliability of 86% agreement •11as considered s.tr·ong 

to use the e>:pert rating in the study as an accurate indication of a 

trainee 1 s per·formance on the set tasK. 
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Table 5.6a - "Expert" Ratings 

(College) 

Trainee Rating 

C1 38 
C2 45 
C3 57 
C4 53 
cs 44 
C6 35 
C7 55 
C8 52 
C9 47 

C10 51 
C11 40 
C12 53 
C13 46 
C14 42 

Table 5.6b - "Expert" Ratings 

<School) 

Trainee Rating 

S1 52 
S2 59 
S3 49 
S4 47 
S5 56 
S6 52 
S7 43 
S8 38 
S9 44 

S10 47 
S11 52 
S12 61 
S13 52 
514 46 
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By using trainees' ratings reported in Table 5,it and E:-:pert ratings 

reported in Table 5.6t t\.'io comparisons can be made. F'ir·st, the level of 

agr·eement between the two can be established for· each feedback mode, and 

second, the effect ea.ch feedback mode had on a trainee over·-rating can be 

deter·mined, 

5.2.2 TOTAL AGREEMENT BY FEB:DBACK 

The comparison used in this is a matching of the total 

rating-scores, to establish which of the 3 trainee rating-scor·es is closest 

to that of the super-visor. No account is ta.Ken at this stage of the 

direction or magnitude of any difference. For the purposes of this 

analysis, when a tr·ainee has the same rating-score on more than one 

feedbacK mode, the mode which is first in the sequence is counted. F'or 

e>:ample, Trainee C2 has ratings 53 49 49t and ha:;; an e>:pert rating of 45 

This is interpreted as a result in favour· of the audio mode, because this 

rating was completed before the trainee viewed the video. 

Of ratings completed from the three different modes of feedbacK, those 

completed immediately (from memory) most closely matched the ratings of 

the supervisor. Ta.ble 5,7 shows that 64% ,:if the whole gr·oup rated 

themselves the same as, or closely to, the e>:per-1:'s rating, when they used 

the first mode of feedbacK, immediate recall. There wa.s no differ·ence 

between the proportion of trainees who found the a.udio-feedbacK (18%), 

and those who found the video-feedbacK (H:%)1 the best for· providing a 

rating in agreement with the 11 e:<pert11 
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Table 5.7 - Number of trainees whose rating agreed with 

"expert" rating, by teaching condition. 

Memory Audio 1-Ji deo 

College <N=14) 11 ( 79%) 2 (14%) 1 ( 7%) 

School <N=14) 7 ( 50%) 3 ( 21%) 4 (29%) 

Tota.1 <N=28) 18 < 64?:) 5 (181/.) 5 (181/.) 
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When the sample i!:- compared by conditiont (College and Schc,oD, a. greater 

number of the College group (79%) found the Memory mode most effective, 

while 50% of the School group found this mode effective in providing a. 

r·a.ting in a.gr·eement with the 11 e:-:pert11
• Less than a quarter of the College 

group (14% &. 7%) r·ated themselves accurately after· listening or· viev1ing, 

1tlhile these modes provided half (21 % &. 29%) of the school group with a.n 

accur·ate r·ecall. 

A slightly differ·ent picture is emerging here. While the earlier analysis 

suggested that the Audio mode influenced trainee rating the most, the 

compar·ison with "expert" rating above indicates that such an increase was 

unfounded; and tha.t the Memory mode (or initial evaluation) was actually 

mo::-t re.alistic, These findings a.re discussed more fully in Section 5.5, 

together with issues of design which may a.dually limit the generality of 

the results. 
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5.2.3 OVB:R-RATING BY CONDITON 

A further· analysis of interest compares the total trainee ratings (Ta.ble 

5,1) to the e>:pert ratings (Table 5.6}, to reveal the number of trainees who 

over r.3.ted their- teaching. Positive differ·ences of S points or· more are 

included here as large enough to be considered an indication of 

c,ver-r·ating. This is a differ·ent comparison fr·om those abc,ve, a.nd by 

including a.11 tr-ainees vvho have rated themselves higher·, a general 

indication of the effect of feedback modes can be deter-mined. (Table 5,8) 

Overrating was. mor·e prominent .3.fter the video feedback in both conditions 

(College 64%, School 21%). More College gr·oup trainees over·-rated 

themselves than School group tr·ainees on all three feedbad< modes. 

This a.dds anc,ther· dimension to the analysiE., The results have shc,wn that 

Audio feedbad< incr·eased trainee r·atingt but that \/ideo decreased it again 

(Table 5,3). Compa.r·ison with the e,:pert rating hs2te. shov1n r.:::, 1,;ever· th.at the 

initial rating from memor·y v1as actually the most accurate (Table 5.7). And 

now1 the results shown overleaf indicate tha.t the video feedback 

encouraged tra.inees to overrate their- microles·son, An interpretation of 

thist together with a discussion of differences between the School and 

College gr·oups appear·s in Section 5.5 belovJ, 
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Table 5.8 - Number of trainees who rated themselves 

higher than expert by 5 or more points. 

Memory Audio l} i deo 

College <N=14) 7 ( 501/.) 6 ( 431/.) 9 (641/.) 

School <N=14) 2 ( 14%) "j .,_ < 14~{) 3 (,.., •• ,, 'i 
L:. i .. ~ ... 

Total <N=28) 9 ( 641/.) E: (571/.) 1 -, .t::. ( 851/.) 
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5.3 CHANGE BY ITEM 

The analysis was .:1.lso directed toward establishing the rating scale a:. a 

sensitive evaluation instrument, and to e;<ploring the effect that 

individual items have on trainee rating. (See Appendh E: fc,r· the evaluation 

items). It was e>:pected that there would be varying degrees of change for 

different items due to the nature of the item. Items it and 7 dealt 1r1ith 

the lesson introductiont planning and involvement of pupils, three parts of 

the Microlesson which were easily cc,ntrolled1 and therefore little 

difference was e;-:pected between feedbacK modes. 

Items 5, 61 :::; and 10 wer·e concerned with the lesson aimt achievement of 

the use of reinforcement, and general teaching methods, and 

were e:-:pected to generate mor·e changes than items i 1 41 and 7 1 but less 

than items 2, 3, and 9. /:,, moderate change was anticipated. 

The remaining item:-, 2; 3, and 9 were directed tc, teacher enthusiasm, uses 

of gestur·es and actual perfor·mance, three subjective, unplanned 

behaviours relying cm teacher-pupil interaction; and so it was e:<pected 

that these items would be most str·ongly influenced by enhanced feedbacK, 

and therefore prc,duce large changes in self-ratings. 

In summary, 

little change was e:<pected from items 1, 41 and 7 

moderate change was e>:pected from items 

large change was e>:pected from items 2, 3 1 and 9. 

Table 5.9 presents the changes made by trainees on individual items; 

between the differ·ent feedback modes. The Wilcm:on Matched-pairs 

Signed-ranKs Test is applied to these figurest to indicate whether the 

direction a.nd magnitude of the changes are considered significant to a 

level beyond .05. 
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Table 5.9 - Number of rating changes by item 

Memory to Audio 

Item 
-

i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total 

College 9 5 4 6 8 1 1 ,. 5 8 10 9 75 
School 4 BAA 6 6 6 7 4* 5* 7 5 58 

Total 13 13 10 12 14 18 9 13 17 14 133 

Audio to l.)i deo 

Item 
-

1 2 '::) ._. 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total 

Co11 ege 7 6 9 6* 8 "7 5 7 6 5 66 f 

School 2* 8 8 7* 4 7 6 10 5 2* 59 

Total 9 14 17 13* 12 14 11 17 11 7 125 

Memory to Video 

Item 
-

i 2 3 4 C' ._, 6 7 8 9 10 Total 

College 8 9 9 5 6 6 3 10 11 10 77 
School 2 8 9 9"' 8 11 "7 8 9 7 78 f 

Total 10 17 18 14'- 14 17 10 18 20 17 155 

= 0 ~ 1 
= 0.5 

* = <0.5 
(Wilcoxon Matched-pairs Signed-ranks) 
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when total changes by item are consideredt the trend which has appeared in 

Section 5,i is repeated1 with the largest number of changes occur-ring 

between Memor·y and Video, follo•.ved by the changes which occurred 

between Memory and Audio, and the changes accuring between Audio and 

Video being the smallest in number. 

Because af the very lo1tJ number of items which generated a str·ong result, 

one way or another1 the 10-item evaluation form cannot be regarded as an 

sensitive measurement device. For most ther·e were as many 

pc,sitive self-rating changes as there were negative. High correlation 

coefficients between individual items also indicate a close association 

between the evaluatic,n forms on different modes (see Appendi:< IO. 

Four items proved to have a strong influence on the School group. Between 

the Memor-:1 and Audio modes1 items 7 and ::: baF0f::97th generated a 

uni-dir·ectianal shiftt and between the Audio and Video modes items 1, 

and 10 r·esulted in a unidirectional change. 

Item 4 on planning also influenced the College group in the same way 

between Audio and Video modes1 the sil< tr·ainees v,1ho changed their r·ating, 

doing so in the same direction. Item 4 also influenced the School group 

ratings when the difference between Memory and Video modes is analysed. 

when the total figur·es a.re reviewed; it becomes clear that the degree of 

change followed appro>:imately that which was anticipated. Table 5.10 

presents the mean of item gr·oups outlines above. In ea.ch of the 

thr·ee analysest the items which ,,..;ere e:<pected to have the least change (i; 

4, and 7) did in fact record the lm.v•er number of changes. There was a large 

change on items 2, :3, a.nd 9, as the mean of 15.20 indicates, which was 

,rnpected. The items which it was anticipated would enc□ur·age a moderate 

change, (5, 6, 81 and 10i have a mean of 14.751 which is between the ,:ither 

two item groups. 
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Table 5.10 - Mean change by item-group 

Item group 

1 ' 4, 7. 5, 6, 8, 1 0 • 2, 3, 9. 

Memory to Audio 11.3 15.25 1 '=' -:::, ,., . ...., 
Audio to Vi dee, 11.3 12.5 14.0 

Memory to Video 11.3 16.5 18s3 

Me.an 11.3 14.75 15.20 
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SUMMARY 

From figures shown in Tables 5.1; 5.2 a.nd 5.6, the following general 

findings 1r1ere r·eported. Audio feedbac!< \-vas seen to positively influence 

tr·ainee rating of the micr·ole:-son, especially for· the school group (Tables 

5.3, 5.4, Appendi:< H). Video feedba.cK tended to distc,rt trainee r·atingt 

when it is compared with an e}:pert rating (Table 5.:3). But in terms of 

agreement with the e:.:pert rating, the initial feedba.cl< mode or Memory 

condition pr·oduced the most concor·dant outcomes. (Table 5.7) 

However; results are confused even more because of the high correlation 

between feedbacl< modes (Table 5.5, Appendfr: l-0, especially for the College 

group. And when the rating sea.le is e:<amined (Table 5.9), it is found that 

as. a measur·ement instrument, it is not ver·y sensitive to issues of a.udio c•r 

vi rli>n +i>erlh;;rl-L 

Conclusions can be dra.wn fr-om these findings nevertheless, and ar·e 

discussed in Section 5.5. The fallowing section fir·st considers responses 

to the questionnaire, which also influence the final discussion. 
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S.4. G.UB:STIONNAIRE :RESPONSE 

5.4.i INTRODUCTION 

All pa.dicipa.nts wer·e asKed to complete a brief questionnaire (Appendi>: F) 

v1hich included 3 direct questic,ns concerned v,1ith the nature of the tasl<t 

the time, and the teaching environment, and 2 indir-ect questions cc,ncer·ned 

with what they "liked" and "disliked" about the whole Microteaching 

e>(ercise. The questionnaire responses of the tr·aineeE. may give an 

indication of their· pr·eferences or· opinions on the value of specific aspects 

of the pr·ogramme and wc,uld help illuminate the diE-cussion of the rating 

sea.le da.ta, There was .an ::::2% r·esponse rate to the questionna.ire (23 were 

returned, fr·c,m 28 distr-ibuted), 

5.4.2 TB:ACHING ENVIRONMENT 

The questionnaire responses revealed as e:<pected that the College group 

found worKing with peers to be unrealistic and repetitive. 

"Didn't really teach as one would in a classroom situation" 
(Trainee Na CB) 

"I didn't like having to hear· and do the same songs over and over· -
it got a bit tedious" (C3) 

The "interest" and "effort" in the present e;•(ercise, even though both 

teaching groups were "s1.1pervised11 by the per·sonnel normally associated 

with Microteaching; cer·tainly remained higher· for· the School group. Of 

note here is the fact that the School group consistently tooK a. shorter· time 

to compiete the self-evaluation form and questionna.ir-e. The College group 

requir·ed many reminder·s to keep on ta.sK and complete the formst indicating 

perhaps a general dissa:ti-~fa.ction \•,iith the e:<er·cise of II acting liKe 

childr·en" for their peers. 
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Although some c,f the College group commented positively a.bout the 

"peer-teaching" environment 

11 Much easier· with older students" (C9) 
"Gave us confidence with own age group" (C13) 
"Infor·mal atmosphere meant we weren't pressured to worK at someone 
else's standard" (C14) 

the general r·eE.ponse 1,.,ias that the peer-teaching situation 1,vas unr·ealistic 

and repetitive. This is despite the fa.ct that it was impressed on 

tr·ainee!:- at the outsett that thi!:- was an e:<ercise in self-evaluation more 

than one in teaching, and that they were to ta.Ke this into account v1hen 

planning and teaching. It is appar·ent that1 even with the built-in potential 

for· a successful1 musically r·e1.,1a.rding lesson, the peer-teaching e:<per·ience 

v1a.s sufficiently removed from the "r·eal classroom" to prevent most 

members of the College group from regarding it as an oppor·tunity to 

practice teaching and to evaluate that per·for·mance. 

Four of the College group indicated ho•11ever· that they found 

the peer-teaching rewarding, as it gave them the opportunity to 

"watch peers ta.King a lesson and learn from them" (C3) 
"watch peers teach: you r·ealise not the only one to botch up 
sometimes" (C6) 

"see others' abilities to teach" (Ci 1) 

Such a factor·, although only mentioned by four of the College group; may 

have had an advantageous "r·ehear·:-al" effect c,n all member·s of this group. 

All College group trainees had to a greater or ,lesser e:dent, the 

e>:per·ience of vlatching others teach; which may have enhanced this group's 

per·formance t and therefore their· overa.11 rating. The possibility that such 

an increase in rating may have been a.ssociated mor·e with c1. familiar·ity 

1.vith the subject matter than with an impr·ovement in actual teachingt is 

discussed later in the chapter·. 
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5.4.3 TIME SPAN 

Microteachingt along with r·educing the lesson content and the number of 

also reduces the time span of the lesson. Of the 21 Trainees who 

replied to the question about the r·educed time span of the lesson, 15 fc)und 

it satisfactory (71 %), with no significant difference between the two 

teaching groups. Of the 6 vJho found it too shor·t (29%)t 5 wer-e from the 

Schocil group; 

11 20 minutes would be mor·e appropriate, ther·efor·e allowing for pr·actice 
and impr·ovements" (86) 

"10 minutes was not enough time to correct s.inging of children and get 
thr·ough plan of worK" (S7) 

"You just get there1 warm UPt and you have to go" (S13) 

This again indicates perhaps a greater desire by the School group to treat 

the e:<ercise as a r-eal teaching e:<per-ience. Only one of the College group 

suggested that the time was too short, ,.,,,anting "more time to cor-r·ect 

mistaKes. being made" (C9L The r-emainder of the College respondents found 

the time 

"generally O.K." (Ci U 
"enough to get things done" (C7) 
"I got thr·ough all my activities quite well" (C13) 
"Had time to do what I wanted to" (Ci4) 
"Any longer and I wouldn't Know what to do" (C12) 

5.4.4 TE:ACHING TASK 

When asKed to r·espond to the difficulty of the task set, mor·e of the 

College group found the task II just r-ight II than "too easy" 1 this number 

being even higher· than the School gr-oup1 suggesting that most found the 

tasK relevant to the situation. Many of the College gr-cup indicatedt 

hm•1ever·; that the repetition of material (many Trainees used the same 

songs) affected the level of per-forma.nce due to r-ehea.rsal; 

"College teaching meant class knew the songs" (C8) 
"everyone Knew all the songs and could sing them anyway" (C6) 
"I got sick of some songs" (C7) 
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and therefore affected the way they individually responded to the group. 

One may e:-:pect, if this was the case, that the College grc,up would r·e::.pond 

that the ta.sK was "too easy". They did not, a. discr·epancy which may be 

e>:pla.ined by the genera.I tr·end of the College group .already ::-een, tc, regard 

the e:{ er·cise as an II unreal" teaching e>(perience, resulting in a failur·e to 

adjust their performa.nce and planning to ma.Ke the most of the oppor·tunity 

to practice the ta.sK. 

"I can't understand why we need to practice on each other- when everyone 
alr-ea.dy Knew the songs" (C3) 

Nonetheless; at least one College group tr.a:inee seemed to under::.tand the 

task 

"it wasn't exactly as a true class would be1 but organisation and 
communication sKills were the same" (C12) 

The attitude of the College group may be ::.ummed up by one Tr·ainee who 

commented: 

"All should be in 1:.chools. It got very monotous here at College" (C:::) 

5.4.S INDIRECT RESPONSES 

Other· indications of interest from the G.uestionnaire include r·efer·ence to a 

well-defined model on which to base the Of the nine Tr·ainees 

who mentioned this1 4 wer·e frc,m the College group and 5 from the School 

group, perhaps showing a similar relevance independent of the type of 

teaching group. Tr·ainees from both gr·c,ups liKed; 

11 a basic plan that could be stud< to" (S11) 
"having something specific to wor-1< tm,1ards11 (84) 
"to be given the guidelines at the start" (C6) 
"We had a good introduction, and could model that" (S7) 

The self-eval!.Ja.tion aspect of the e>: er·cise \.-vas specifically mentioned by 

some aiso (E:), vvith 75% of those coming from the School gr·oup; 

"it's better to be able to evaluate yourself now and change things" (88) 
"able to listen and \.vatch yourself, Good evaluation e>:ercise" (82) 
"it provided an opportunity to evaluate yourself" (C7) 
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Sc,me specifically mentioned the pr·esence of a camera v1hile they were 

teaching; 

"being watched by a camera is ver·y nerve-wracking" (S8) 
"the video made you nervous" (CiO) 
"we need a less conspicuous form of filming" (S10) 

while others indicated that they 11;1ould appreciate the opportunity to 

review the tape with a supervisor·; 

"to talK about the way it went and offer advice for the future" (S5) 

"to give a short evaluation of good teaching techniques used; and a 
brief summary of things to develop" (C14) 

No one e:<pr·essed a dir·ect preference fc,r one mode of feedbacK over· 

anothert although most enjoyed the cha.nee to see thems.elves. ,:m video. 

Tv10 people questioned the use of an a.udio tape as well as video. When 

asHed if the Music Department could use their videc, recording in the 

12 denied per·missiDn; and 11 gave permissi□nt 9 of whom came from 

the College group. 
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5.4.6 SUMMARY OF QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES 

Item School Group College Group 

Teaching Ver-y relevant Unr-eal istic. Some 
conditions en.joyed v-Jor-1< i ng 

v.Ji th older- students 

Time sp.a.n Gener-ally sat is- Gener·a.11 y sat is-
factory. Some fac tor·y. Some found 
found it too shor- t. it too long. 

Task Ve,r·y a.ppr·opr- i ate Ver-y appropriate 

Gener-al - Mc,del Model 
positive Chance to eval- Chance to seeother-s 

ua.te SI? 1 f • teach. 

Gener-al- Pr·esence of camera Presence of camera 
negative Teaching peer·s. 
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5.5 DISCUSSION 

5.5.1 8:FFE:CTS OF FE:B:DBACK MODE 

Research reported in Chapter· Two (2.2.6) sugge·sts that video feedbad< is 

the. most successful means of pr·oviding infor·mation about a teaching 

e>:perience. Some resear·ch has indicated hu\',n?ver that there ar·e negative 

a!:.pect!:. in the use of video (Fuller & Manning; 1973, Levis, 1987), in 

particular· that self-confrontation can distort the evaluation process for· 

amdous students, a situation less liKely to c,ccur in the use of audio-only. 

It could be e:<pected in a subject ar·ea which is mor·e than usually weighted 

towards the aural e:<per-ience, that audio tape could prc:ivide a s,::,urce of 

feedbacK as infor·mative as video. This study set out to e>:plore this 

po:.sib ili ty. 

The results are cle.ar· enerugh, Despite several limitations of the study 

with re•J.ard to design (see below), it can nevertheless be concluded that 

ther·e was no real differ·ence betv,1een the two feedba.d< modes, audio and 

video, in their function of pr·oviding a sour·ce of informatiern for a tr·a.inee's. 

self-evaluatiern. This is suppcu··-t;.;d by the analyE.is of r·esults which 

indicate no major change in rating (Table 5.3}, and also no major difference 

in r·a.ting 1,,,1hen compared to the 8:}:pert rating (Table 5.7). 

At first, this would seem to negate the suggestion that an audio mode is 

better· suited to a subject liKe music. The lad< of any real difference may 

perhaps be e>:pla.ined however· by the absence of any reli.Jctance on the part 

of ihe ir·2dnees to use video, and conE.equently ihe absence of any negative 

side-effects from the video feed-back, The situation may nm,,. e;dst that 

attitudes to video a.nd self-analysis have changed since Fuller and 

Manning (1973) r·eported a negative r-espc,nse from a.n:dous subjects, due to 

the general increased e:{p□sure to videos in homes and in schools, 
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It is possible that a. rating sea.le which was more sensitive to aural 

as.pects. of teaching, and less to behaviours which relied on the visual 

modet cc,uld have produced a different r·esult. (See Table 5,9) 

Of greater interes1: though, is that when the Memory mode is included 

along with the other brio modes in a compa.r·iscm with the E;<pert rating (in 

an attempt to est.:1.blish effectiveness)t the results. suggest that this 

"no-feedbacl-<:11
; ie; memory, mode actually is more accurate in producing a 

realistic evaluation than the other modes. Taf.<en that the "e:<per·t" rating 

is an indication of good and a.ppropria+.e teaching behaviour1 (supported by 

a high inter-r·ater relia.bility), this finding suggests in its simplest 

inter·pretation that both an audio and a. video feedba.cK mode distor·t a 

tr·ainee's evaluation of what occurr·ed in the less.on1 and that an immediate 

evaluation of a lesson \.'lithout feedback is more accurate; ie; in closer 

agreement 1r1itr-1 the "e>:per·t". 

This interpretation is put in a different light however; when the design of 

the study is taken into account. Trainees were required to complete the 

evaluation forms in a strict order; Memory; Audie,; and then Video, with the 

situation possibly ar·ising that, being unskilled in using a mechanical 

source of feedbad<, trainees changed their· rating unneces.sa.r-ily, perhaps 

feeling that they were r·equir·ed to simply by the design of the study. This 

is quite possible with a group c,f ine>:perienced s.elf-r·aters; a 1,va.r·e from the 

outset that there were to be three differ·ent sources of feedbacK. 

Beca.use the study did not include a r·eteach phase, it is not possible to 

comment on whether feedbacK actually infli.Jences s.ubsequent teaching 

behavic,ur. This can only be assumed by an inter·preta.tion of the ra.ting 

changes after feedbacK; an assumption which under·lies many research 

e>:ercis.es (see 2.2,6), as well as the pr·esent study. 
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5.5.2 TEACHING CONDITION - PEE:RS/PUPILS 

Although research has suggested that there is no real difference between 

pupil teaching and peer teaching, the results repor·ted here indicate that 

the peer teaching condition v1as in fact a largely unrealistic environment, 

supporting the tr·ainees' own perception, apparent from the questionna.ir·e 

responses. The number of trainees who over-r·ated themselves in all 

feedbacl< conditions (Table 5.:3), wa.s at lea.st 3 times higher for i:he College 

group than for i:he School group. 

Both groups followed the same trend in agreement with the E>:pert (ie, 

Memory mode most accura.te)t with the only real difference between gro1Jps 

evident in the Video mode, where 4 times as many School group trainees 

a.greed with the E:<per·t than College group. (The number· of trainees in the 

video category i:hough was very smali - see 'fable 5.7) 

The School group generally wa.s less affected by the variety of feedbacK 

modes than the College gr·oup, retur-ning agreements of 50% from Memory, 

21% from Audio, and 29% from Video. (See Table 5.7) This difference from 

the College gr·oup, which was in high (79%) agreement in the Memory mode, 

but low agreement in Audio (14%) and Video (7%) modes, ca.n possibly be 

e:-:plained by the general diminishing of interest for this group as the 

Microteaching programme progressed. It was more difficult to sustain 

inter·est for this group, suggesting perhaps that they perceived the 

teaching environment as unrealistic, whereas interest from the School 

group was maintained throughout the whole programme. 

Table 5.5 showed a consistently higher· correlation between feedba.cK modes 

for· the College group than for the School group1 which is perhaps a. further· 

indication that the teaching environment and attitude of these trainees 

affected their perception of reality to the extent that differences between 

feedbacl< modes were very slight. 
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The trend for· the School group tc, be more responsive to changes in the 

mode of feedbacK was also indicated by their inclination to respond 

pc,sitively to the Audio and Video feedba.d< (s.ee Table 5.4). As alr·eady 

discussed, the introduction of Audio feedbacK affected 10 School group 

tr·ainees to impr-ave their self-r·a.ting (p=.05)1 and the intr·oduction of video 

affected 9 to improve their· self-rating (p=.15). These self-rating changes 

possibly result from a greater level of interest as a direct consequence of 

per·ceived realism in the MT programme, even though these ratings actually 

have a low level c,f agreement with the E::{pert rating (Table 5.7). 

The School group perhaps had an initial Im,, concept of how their teaching 

went; which improved when supported by feedback. This would seem to be 

the case for am:ious trainees.t who being observed in the "heat" of the 

cla.ssr·oom \vith real children, have difficulty in remember-ing the positive 

points of their teaching. The College group's reaction \.va.s mor·e balanced, 

neither· audio nor· video causing any significant uni-directional changes in 

rating. The first ratin•~ for the College group wa.s in high agreement with 

the 8;>:pert. 

5.5.3 LIMITATIONS 

The present s.tudy adopted a design which attempted to Keep all var·iables 

e>:cept one constant. A more usual split-group desi,;1nt with some subjects 

in one cc,ndition (eg1 Audio), and some in a different condition (eg, Video), 

would have failed to account for differences in the natur·e of the subjects 

and differences between the teaching encounters, In this study 1 the 

variable in question was not the student, nor the lesson; but the 

evaluation as a. result of source of feedbacK, 
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The present study nevertheless had a. va.r-iety of design limitations. 

First, the r·ating scale was not specific enough to detect differences 

in the effect of feedbacl< mode (see 5.3) Items which were more 

sensitive to issues of hear·ing and vision may have generated widely 

different responses after Audio and Video feedba.cl<. This problem 

wa::. evident in the design of ear·lier· r·esearch. 

Second, although a good inter-rater reliability was obta.ined1 the 

concept of a.n "e>:pert" r·a.ting and cc,mparison of thi::- 'vvith a 

trainee's own rating is qr.Jestionable. 

Third, the sample used was small, •,vith only 14 subjects in ea.ch 

group. Differences between groups, and especially within a. gr-oup 

wer·e ther·efore 5.mall and difficult to gener·alise. 

Fourth; the design requirement of tr·ainees +r-, .-,-..mnlo+o +h~oo 
"'- --·''f-'"*.,_ ~- \.itf ¾.-"i-. 

identical evaluation for·ms. resulted in a cer·tain degree of 

familiar-i ty and a. decline in interest1 particularly for the 

peer-teaching (College) group. 

Ta.King these limitations into account, less emphasis perhaps shoi.Jld be 

placed on the result which indicates Memor·y (or no feedbad(l as most 

effective at producing an accurate evaluation. Of greater· interest to the 

music teacher is the indication that there e>:ists no real difference 

between Audio and Video feedback. For the pre-service and inservice 

teacher educator1 a tape r·ecorder may provide as much information needed 

for· evaluation purposes as a video-tape, and possibly in a less threatening 

for·m. 
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5.5.4 CONCLUDING RB::MARKS 

Accepting the limitations of this study t in particular that both the use of 

the expert rating as a measure of accuracy and the evaluation form as a 

sensitive measurement device are questionable, it can nevertheless be 

concluded with regard to the original hypotheses (see Chapter 3) that 

1 Ther·e was little difference between the effects of an audiotape and a 

videotape on trainee rating. This would suggest that for economic reasons 

alone, an audiotape can be pr·omoted as a. source of feedback. There was nc, 

evidence from analysis of change by item type, that one mode was superior 

to the other for an aural-based subJeci: like music. 

2 There was a large difference between the evaluations from mechanical 

feedbad<, and evaluation fr·om no feedbacK. No-feedback evaluation 

appeared to be the most accurate in terms of a.greement with an e>:pert 

rating. As it stands, this would suggest further research into the use of 

feedbacl-< at all for a Microteaching programme which was not using the 

r·eteach stage, (although generality is limited by the design of the study). 

8 There were some differences between the teaching conditions. A trend 

was apparent in the School group to a.lter rating , but for this changed 

rating to be less accurate. There was a. trend for the College group to lose 

interest and perceive the teaching environment as unr·ealistic, resulting in 

their ratings being affected less by change in mode of feedbacl<. 
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CHAPTEl:f~ 6. GS: NS:RAL DISCUSSION 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

In the past tv,enty-five years s.ince ii:s inception at Standfor·d Univer·sity; 

the concept of MT has been reviewed and resha.pedt discussed and 

dis.sected by ma.ny worKer·s and resea.rcher·s. The r·eview c,f literature 

provided in Chapter Two e:<plained some of these attempt!:-, showing that 

1,,;riters have approached the continual discussion from many differ·ent 

angles. 

The effects of emphasising different components of the Microtea.ching 

cycle has been considered (egt the r·ole of supervisor·s, McIntyre i 977). The 

personality type c,f the teacher· trainees taJ,ing par-t was studied (Leith 

1984), The effect on self-confidence and self-concept has been measured 

(Stanton 197:::). The char·acteristics of those being taught has been 

compared (Levis 1973). The type of feedback used ha.s been investigated 

(Ryan 15'74). 

Micr-oteaching has been investigated in different subject areas, although 

much of this worK has been of a general nature and inconclusive in its 

findings (Nels.on 19:30). More recentlyi attempt:. have been ma.de to 

organise MT into procedures which fit more easily into definitions of 

models of teaching (Ka.tterns i '?77), 

One such model, the cognitive or "r·eflective" model, has as a primary aim 

the growth of a tea.cher-'s ability to reflect on performance a.nd issues in 

the classroom (see Chapter 2,1.Bl. It has been proposed by various authors 

(va.n Ma.nens 1977, Joyce 19::::::, McLeod 19771) that a. well-designed 

Microtea.ching programme can be responsible for encouraging a greater· 

degree of r·eflection. 
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If such r·eflective thinl<ing is to occur, it is lil<ely to take place at the 

feedback or self-evaluation phaset a notion supported by Dewey (1935)t 

v1ho points c,ut; "to reflect is to IooK back over what has been done to 

e>:tract the net meanings which are the capital stocK for intelligent dealing 

with fur·ther e>:perience" (Dewey 19351 p87). 

While the present investigation found that audio-ta.pet when compared with 

the relatively high-statu!:. video tapei was no less effective at providing 

feedbacK for self-evaluation, it also found that there was possibly a 

different Kind of response from each feedbacK mode. As the present 

investigation progressed, it became apparent that a. different level of 

response wa.s pc,ssibly being generated by the two feedback conditions, 

beyond that which could be measured by the evaluation instrument. 

Specifically:1 it seemed possible that audio feedback ha.d a different effect 

on the level of "reflection" than did video feedback. To investigate this 

notion fur·thert an informalt e>:ploratory study was underta.Ken, of a similar 

design to the ma.in 5.tudy, but on a reduced sea.le. 

The findings of this study a.re repor·ted in the following pages, and 

although only e>:ploratory in design, they contribute to the discussion by 

e>:pa.nding on the ma.in investigation. Chapter 6 contir1ues with reference 

to differences between aural and visual perception within the canted of 

the psychology of hearing, and concludes with a. discussion on the 

implications of this for the future of Micr·otea.ching. 
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6,2 THB: FOLLOW-UP STUDY 

6.2.1 BACKGROUND 

The follm,;-up study differ·ed frc,m the original in two ways - first a much 

smaller number of trainees was involved (5)t and secondlyt the teaching 

sKills under obser·va.tion (questioning sKills of redirection and prompting -

see Appendh: U were directly adapted frnm the original Stanford 

Microteaching E-Kills, and were not specific fo music. These sKills were pa.r-t 

of the MT progr·a.mme in pr·ogress a.t the Teachers' College where the 

follow-up study tooK place, St Patr-icKs' College, Dublin. (BacKground 

information on this College, and on Microtea.ching in Ireland and Great 

Br-ita.in is pr·ovided in Appendb: N). 

The in 

Chapter Four. Trainees prepared a short (5-minute) lesson on a subject of 

their- choice, ma.!tJng sure there 'Mas planning for· the tar·get sKills. This 

lesson was recorded by both a.1.1dio and video tape, and trainees then 

reviewed the lesson with the help of an evaluation form (see Appendh: M}. 

As with the ma.in study, tr·ainees were required to complete two identical 

evaluation forms, after ea.ch of the two feedbad< reviews. A compa.r·ison of 

11 audio" and "video" evaluation was therefore available along similar· lines 

to the cc,mpa.risons made in the main study. 

The ma.in differences betltieen the original study and the follow-up study 

were the omission of the initial evaluation from "rnemor·y" or 

"no-feedba.cK"; and the omission of the "en:pert" evaluation. An e:dra. 

dirnenE.ion was included, that of interviewing the trainees involved. It vJa.E. 

hoped that analysis of evaluation forms and intervie¼' responses v1ould 

also give some indication c,f the level of r-eflective thinKing that had ta.Hen 

a q1.1estion not previously considered but which gr·ew out of the 

or-iginal study. 
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6.2.2 RESULTS 

A comparison of each person's two evaluation fc,rms was pos.sible, one 

from audio feedback and one from video feedba.cK. On both parts of the 

evaluation; Redir·eding and Prompting, the observations made by the 

tr·ainees, requiring a tally of 

feedba.d< a.nd for video feedback 

were essentially identical for audio 

Of greater interest are trainees' comments on the evaluation form. 

As. en:pected, the comments tended to be directly related to the mode of 

feedback. For e,:ample, some comments after video-tape feedback r·eferred 

to visual factors; 

"video helps improve one's posture" 

"from looKing at the video, it is clear to see the impor·tance of being 
observant. At times, pupils were engaged in private discussion of 
which I was not aware". 

"when you are reviewing the tape, you tend to watch the and 
their reactions to the questions and because of this you don't fully 
listen to their answers". 

On the other hand, responses after listening were related to aural fadors. 

Trainees stressed; 

"the importance of the corr·ect voice and tone1 and the elimination of 
manner-isms and colloquialisms". 

"clarity of voice is very important. Intonation is also important1 as 
the tone of your voice can evoke interest in the children". 

"you listen very carefully to the chiidrens' answers and you can 
analyse better how you asKed the questions". 

Fur·ther though, the comments made after audio-tape tended to be mor·e 

reflective rather than observations. For e:<ample; one trainee's 

comment afi:er listening to the audio-tape i.,;a.s; 

"The questions most suitable for redirection are discussion rather than 
factual" 

,. The same trainee's comment after vie•ding the video-tape v./as that 

"some of the pupils a.ns•,vered out of turn". 
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Another trainee v,hen a.sked to comment a.bout redir·edion1 a.fter audio tape 

said tha.t 

"questions could have been formulated better" 1 

and after video tape said that 

"questions did not necessarily follow in the order intended." 

It seems possible that audio feedback, because of the absence of 

distracting visual images and because it requir-es the trainee to 

concentr·a.te more deeply on the lesson contentt may generate a. more 

thoughtful r·esponse to questions. The two e:<amples above s1Jggest that 

differences in r·esponse go beyond the obvious differences in information 

provided1 and that the audio mode is encour·aging a more "reflective" 

response. Other comments after audio include; 

"the prompting was inadequate due to bad phrasing of the questions." 

"the planning of the questions is vitalt as is the amount of them", 

Such r·esponse·s indicate that some thought has gone into why planning is 

important, a response which was generally absent after· the video feedbacK. 

Although generally positive about the use of videot trainees did offer· 

some interesting comments. F"or e:-:a.mple; 

"pupils may be aware that they are on camera; and may give different 
responses than they normall}" would" 

Anc,ther· trainee trwught that using video r·esulted in 

"focusing too much on how you looK with the children", 

This same tr·a.inee thought that using audio alone meant that 

"your attention is engaged more directly towards what you say." 

6.2.3 DISCUSSION 

In general ter·ms, the findings of the follow-up study supported those of 

the main study in that they shovled little difference between audio and 

videc, tape in the ability of ea.ch to provide a £:.ource of feedback to trainee 

teachers. Any differences between audio and video evaiua.tions were slight 
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in terms of providing information about the actual events which occurred in 

the micr·olesson, such a.St for e)<a.mplet the number of times a question \vas 

redir·ected. 

Some differences became apparent when trainees were required to 

elaborate their thoughts and comment on the lessont in written form and in 

interview. As e:<pected, comments after audio tape referred to aur·al 

detail51 such as tone, pitcht a.nd intonation; and comments after video tape 

referred to visual details, such a.s. posture and eye contact. In addition 

thought the comments after audio tape tended in some cases to be broader· 

in outlook and more directly related to the teaching sKill in focus. 

In conclusion, the follow-up s.tudy was useful in adding another dimension 

to the general discussion of audio and video feedback. It has in a limited 

way shown little difference between the two for general observa.tiont and 

it appears to have indicated that greater consideration of the original 

target sKills and perhaps a greater degree of reflection may ta.Ke place 

when trainees ar·e not confronted by images? but a.re required to 

concentrate only on an audio recording of events. 

If the findings of the follow-up study can be confirmed by fur·ther· r·esearch 

using a larger sample and more highly sensitve evaluative devices, 

audiotape may prove actually to encourage a more reflective response ar,d 

more questioning attitude. How could audiotape, perceived by many as a 

very much limited version of video tape and involving only one sensory 

channel, possibly result in a. higher level of cognitive activity? An 

e>:pla.nation possibly lies in looking at the processes involved in the 

perception of sound itself; and although requiring mor·e coverage than this 

paper can pr·ovide, the worK of Moore (i 982} on the pyschology of hearing 

provides some useful information. 
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6.3 MICROTS:ACHING AND AURAL FE:8:DBACK 

Moor·e e;.:plains that the audit,::,ry perceptual process is governed by the 

:-a.me Gestalt theories a.s the visual process. Our· listening requires us tc, 

perceive good continuatic,ni similarityt and taKes account of the 

figur·e-ground phenomenon, in the same way that our sight does. That is, 

for· e:,,ample; we "tune" in to ii single source of sound against a. bad<gr·ound 

of sounds; .:1.nd contr·ol our perception in these terms. (Moore, i 982; p202 /3} 

He also suggest·:; that in the perception of speech vie a.re constantly 

involved in a. process of "a.dive matching" (p21 i>. This is a. comple>: process 

involving a. feedbacK loop found only in the auditory system and not in the 

visual perceptual system. It also involves a. specialist a.udifory or 

acoustic memor·y, although the deta.ils of such a. mech.:1.nism a.re uncertain 

(ibid 1 p226/227) 

Moore pr·c,vides ma.ny e:<a.mples of r·esearch using sound waves and parts of 

the sound spectrum, suggesting that our auditory proce::.s is well geared to 

per·ceiving changes in the auditor·y stimulus. If this is so, it may be 

possible that such a pr·ocess is active throughout our listening1 and that a 

degree of discr·imina.tion and analysis is activated by a.ura.1 stim1J1i that 

does n,:;;t occur fr-om other· sensory channels. In other· words, we are 

engaged in mor·e highly comple>: discrimination when listening than when 

looKing. Although Moore doesn't go as far a.s stating this1 he does 

conclude that "the a.uditor·y pr·ocess seems par·ticularly 1t1ell ::-uited to the 

analysis of changes in the sensory input" (p191) 

Ther·e is also some suppor·t for the idea. in that for· greater concentr·a.tion 

on a sound stimulus; we close our eyes to listen. By concentrating our 

source of sensory input intc, one channel, we a.re enhancing our ca.pability 

of perception and ther·efore of analysis. And perhaps we a.re even 

enhancing our· capability of discr·imination and r·eflection. 
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Clea.Ply I this is a highly =-peculative case in support of aural input, or; in 

the event of receiving e:<pected infor·ma.tion; aural feedbacK. Much 

research in this a.rea would be needed before any more conclusive 

statement could be made to support such a claim. 

For e}:a.rnple, some general resear·ch in the area c,f perceptual differences 

needs to taf.<e place, Such resear·ch could begin by using a sophisticated 

evaluation technique; designed to measure the level c,f discrimination and 

reflection, in a study involving hvo gr·oups of people e:-:periencing the same 

eventt one involving vision and one not. The event e:-:perienced should be 

independent of the observer·s at this stage - it would seem important to 

establish any basic perceptual differ·ences before including an element of 

self-analysis. 

Of inter·est in this area would also be general resear·ch into the type of 

cognitive or reflective activity which ta.Kes place when a per·son listens to 

a radio and watches a television, With the development of sensitive 

evaluation instruments, the gr·owing body of Knowledge could then be 

tested in the ar·ea of self-analysis and criticism, and differ·ences in source 

of feedback investigated. 

Nevertheless, it is pc,ssible that there are str·engi:hs in the auditor·y 

process which counter balance the abvicu.1s strengths in the visual pr·ocess, 

and \vhich may go some 1,-vay i:owar·d e>:plaining the tentative findings of the 

present study. The implications of this for the music teacher· seem 

particular·ly important, as it '#Ould seem that a subject area which already 

includes a high degree of aur·al discr-imination would benefit if its teachers 

w'er·e encouraged thr·ough training method::. involving aur·al feedback to 

become even more discriminatory about their teaching. 
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6.4 THE: FUTURE!: OF MICROTB:ACHING 

At the outset of this study, M icr·otea.ching \•Jas introduced as a practice 

which received encouraging support from the Teacher Educa.tor·s at a. time 

w•hen much pre-ser·vice training seemed irrelevant and undirected. Its 

structured format, use of technologic.al resmur·ces, appa.r·ent ease of 

implementation and usage, and potential success in intr·oducing and 

sustaining a. wide variety of teaching skills not previously identified in 

such an organised manner1 ma.de it seem attractive ta institutic,ns \•1hich 

previously had relied on less. "organised" methods of preparing teachers 

for· the r-igour·s. of professiona.i life in a. schoc,l. 

The major implication from this study is that the feedbacK stage of the 

Microteaching cycle is clea.rl}' one which is very important a.nd needs 

fur-ther research to esta.bli·;;;h the effects of variations in source of 

feedback. Although pa.rt of the findings of this study revealed that a 

nc,-feedbacK or memar·y-only condition r·esulted in a high level of 

agreement betv1een tr·a.inees. and "e>:perts" evaluation ra.tingst such a 

result cannot safely be genera.li:-ed for reascms already discussed. 

What ma.y be iikel7· to have greater· impact on MT research is the tentative 

finding that ther·e was little difference between audio and video feedback. 

This result i!:- fr-om a study which was ver·y limited in its design, a.nd which 

had many shortcomings. If a similar· result can be replicated in a more 

methodologically sophisticated study, and with evaluation techniques 

designed which a.re sensitive to feedback source, greater efficiency of time 

and resources may be employed in MT pr·ogr·ammes in the future through the 

use of the less e:-:pensive and cumbersome audio tape. 
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There is no denying that video tape provides a v.3.lid and useful sour·ce of 

feedback. As a source of recor·ding and replaying teaching encounters, it is 

undoubtedly highly accurate .3.nd preferred by trainees and educator·s alike. 

It is no coincidence that the development of MT and the development of 

video technology occur·r·ed a.round the same time, despite Allen and Ryans 

(1969) claim that "video recording is a frill and is not an essential pa.rt of 

the Micrnteaching process" (p54) 

It is felt however, that the 1poor cousin 1 audiotape can be used more 

effectively than it has recently been. And that padicularly in the .aural 

field of Music teaching; audio tape ceiuld provide an especially relevant 

source of feedback to teachers. This probably is in fact the case, although 

the present study, again through shodcomings in design; namely regarding 

the structure of the evaluation questions, failed to conclusively establish 

that. 

What the present study did r·eveal thought was a similarity between the 

two feedback sources, and a tendency for audio feedback to encourage a 

level of response different from that of the video, On these grounds 

alone, the present study encourages the use of audio tape alongside 

videotape in the Micr·oteaching cycle. 

6.4.2 FINAL COMMS:NT 

The future of Micr·oteaching itself depends of course very much on what 

developments occur in Teacher l:i:ducation in general. And changes in that 

area in New Zealand depend directly on developments in the S:ducation 

system as a \vhole. MT as devised in Stanford is now practised in that 

form in ver·y few places. Many institutions which a.re interested in the 

concept have developed their own systems from the odginal. That its 

potential was perhaps never reached by institution:- vvho dismissed it as 
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too rigid and infle>dble is a sign perhaps more of the constantly changing 

nature of Teacher Educatior, than of flaws in the basic concept itself. 

Teacher Education is under· constant pressur·e to address itself to changes 

in technological developments, in pedagogical thinKing, and in what society 

e>:pects of its schools and teachers. Schon (1987) has suggested that 

histor·ically, 8:ducation as a profession has been poorly equipped with a 

"secur·e foundation of systematic pr·ofessional Knowledge" and that it 

therefore "year-ns for the rigour of science-based Knowledge and the power 

of science-based techniques." (p9) 

That Microteaching was accepted sc, readily in the i 960s by Tr·aining 

Institutions and Education Depadments was perhaps for this reason. It 

c,ffered a highly structur·ed cycle of instruction and learningi and in doing 

so placed the training of teachers nearer to the respected science-based 

professions. The inclusion of a "feedbacK loop" could even be e:<plained as 

being borrowed from biology or mathematics, as e>:plained earlier in 

Chapter Two. 

Microteaching was. also welcomed in its early days as it was a system 

which stood for an alter·native to the simple appr·enticeship system which 

was the main stay of Practical Tr·aining, and it pr·omised to accommodate 

the diverse personality styles of trainee teachers. Its strength was seen 

as an adaptable training approach which cc,uld be adjusted and controlled to 

suit. the var·ious and diverse needs of trainees. Research has actually 

questioned the effectiveness in this regar·dt but at. least it has provided 

one bridge in Teacher E:ducati□n from the 'hit-and-miss' copying which 

1r1ent on befor·e1 to the tr·a.ining of a professional a.dist which is the aim 

today. 
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Schon also suggests that in the ongoing quest to educate this professional 

artistt the "reflective practitioner" t educators must discover how II mature 

professionals can be helped to build their repertoires of sKills and 

understandings on a continuing basi::." (Schon 1987 t p15). Such a. growth 

begins of cours.e in pr·eservice tr·ainingt a.nd in particular in the pr·adical 

component of a tr·aining programme. The challenge must be for the teacher 

educatorst while focussing on essential teaching sl<ills necessary for a 

beginning tea.chert to do this in such a way that methods of enquiry and 

self-analysis a.re used which by their- nature encourage reflection and 

which readily transfer to other levels of reflection when the trainee is 

ready. 

Activities such as the analysis of feedbac!-<, self-evaluation, and 

self-appr·aisa.l involve skills of discrimination and reflection which when 

nurtured within the safe environment of a Micr·otea.ching programme, can 

ta.Ke root there and become pa.rt of a teacher's ongoing thinking. The 

"r·eflective practitioner" is indeed the aim of many training programmes, 

and as already discussedt reflective action can be encouraged by 

Microteaching. That it can be enhanced by a var·iety of feedback techniques 

and sources, and in particular by the inclusion of audio feedbacK, is the 

premise of this paper. 
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APPi:!: NDIX A 

Example of a Microlesson 

from: Allen D W, and Ryan l{ At (i 969) Microteaching. 

11 A student teacher holds up before four· children a picture of what 

appears -to be a branch that has five brc,wnish leaves. Howevert when the 

pupils inspect the pictur·e closely. they realise that two of the five leaves 

are actually butterflies. The student then questions the four pupils, 

trying to see whether they can come up with an e>:planaticm of the 

phenomenec:in. Fifteen feet away, a supervisor aims the camera of a 

portable videotape recorder at the group and occasionally jots down some 

notes. The lesson lasts only five minutest but during this time, two things 

happen: The p1.1pils discover that butterflies are camouflaged so that they 

lool< lil<e leaves; and that this disguise pr·c:,tec:ts the b1,1tterflies from their 

natural enemies. The student has a chance to practise the teaching sl-<ill of 

asking probing questions. As soon a.s the lesson is over and the pupils 

have gone. the supervisor and the student discuss the lesson, reviewing 

the supervisor's notes and viewing par-ts of the videotaped lesson. Then, 

after a short break, the entire process is repeated with a different group 

of four children. The student teacher, the supervisor, and the pupils have 

been involved in the process of microteaching." 
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APPE:NDIX B 

The Stanford Teaching SKills 

from: Allen D W, and Ryan K At (! 969) Microtea.ching. 

i. Stimulus var·iation 

2. Set induction 

3. Closure 

4. Silence a.nd non-verbal cues 

5. Reinforcement of student participation 

6. Fluency in a.sl-<ing questir:ms 

7. Probing questions 

8. Higher-order questions 

9. Divergent questions 

10. Recognising attending behaviour 

11. Illustrating and use of e>:amples 

12. lecturing 

13. Planned repetition 

14. Completeness of communication 

A deta.iled ernplanation of these teaching sKills can be found in 

Allen D W, (1967) Microtea.ching: a. Descr·iption 
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APPENDIXC 

The "Minicourse"t or Instructional Model 

from: Per·rott E, ( 1975) M icrotea.chinq 

L The trainee has the opportunity to study a limited number (usually one 

to three) of specific teaching sKillst which centre on a particular area of 

competencyt e.g. he may read about ho1t1 to ask questions that are liKely to 

provoke a higher cognitive r·esponse from pupilst and underta.Ke e>:ercises 

which are designed to classify the skills involved. 

2. The trainee observes e:.:amples of the sKills. Generally this involves 

vie•,-;ing a videotape or film in which each of the s~<ills is descr·ibed and 

illustrated. This is followed by a vidoetape or film which shows a 'model' 

teacher conducting a lesson in which each skill is demonstrated several 

times. While observing the sltJlls1 the teacher 1s a:!:i:f:'ntion is focused by 

cues in the form of nar·r·ator's comments and captions. This model lesson 

serves the dual function of providing a clear performance model of how 

each skill can be used in a teaching conte:d and of helping the trainee to 

recognise and discriminate among the sKills. During the course of the 

model lesson 1the trainee is asked to identify each skill as it occurs and 

receives prompt feedback on the correctness of his identification. 

3. The trainee then has the opportunity to practise and evaluate his use 

of the skills. Practice taKes the form of a ten-minute microteaching 

ses:;.ion in which five to eight pupils are involved. 

4. The microlesson is recorded on video or audiotape and the trainee 

observes his performance, evaluating his use of the sKills with the help of 

:;.elf-evaluation for·ms; which help the teacher to focus on each sKill in 

turn. 
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5. The trainee refines his use of the sKills through additional practice. 

He replans the lesson, emphasizing those sKills in which his 

self-evaluation revealed his performance to be most inadequate. Then he 

reteaches the microlesson with another group of pupils, and evaluates his 

second recorded performance. 
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APPB:NDIXD 

Lesson Plan 

To increase pupils' musical sensitivity by requiring them t,:i sing 
(in tune)t and listen to different sounds at the same time. 
To tea.ch a.nd perform two partner songst or a. two-pa.rt song. 

Objectives 

At the end of the lessons, the children will be able to: 
- identify what musical activity the teacher· is doing; while 

they sing a well-Known song. 
- perform a. musical activity (clap beat; rhythm; etc)t while 

singing a. E.ong. 
- sing one songt while sensitively listening to the partner 

song being sung a.t the sa.me time. 

Ma.teria.ls 

Simple partner songs (or two-pa.rt songs) 
i RocKy Mountain/L'il Liza Jane 
2 Oh Susanna/Year of Jubilo 
3 Clair de la. Lune/Here we go Lobby Loo 
4 Row your boat/ Are you sleeping/3 blind mice 
5 Tramping/We're on the upward trail 
6 Tipperary /PacK up your· troubles 

Method 

1 Sing a well-Kno•,vn song, or fun e:{erciset as a warm-up. 

2 Class singst teacher per·for·ms a different music.al activity 
(clap; stamp; sings descant1 etc}. Ask childr·en "What v1a.s I 
doing?" t a. t the end of the song. 

3 Sa.me a.gain. Teacher performs a series of musical activities 
dur-ing the song. Children identify correct order 

3a. Repeat1 using volunteers; instruments; etc. 

4 Introduce new song - sing it well; teaching phr·a.se by phrase if 
necessary, with word-cha.rt. 

5 Once well-Known, teacher· sings an ostinato (from the song) 
while class sings the song. AsK children tc, listen carefully 
to what teacher is doing. 

5a. If two teacher·s, sing song and ostinato as a demonstration. 

6 Tea.ch the ostinato to the class. Ask the class to sing the 
ostina.to while the teacher sings the song. 
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7 Divide the class into two groups - one sings the song while the 
other 5.ings the ostinato. Then change. Ma.Ke sure to emphasise 
goodt tuneful singingt a:.King i:he children always to listen 
to the other gr·oup, while singing. 

8 Introduce partner song. Teach as in 4 above. 

9 Repeat 5 (Class sings partner song, Teacher an ostinato) 

9a .Repeat 5a, 6 & 7 

10 When both songs are v✓ell-Known, divide class into two groups -
each group sings own song independently. Then asK one half to 
sing theirs tvvice through - the other· group joins in with 
their song an the second time. 

11 Repeat :::1 changing groups. 

Remember 

-to insist that the children listen carefully to what the other 
group is doing at all times, 
-to reinforce the children's efforts throughout, praising for a 
goad sound, encouraging for a better response, 
Don1 i: say somei:hing ":.ounded good", vvhen it clearly didn't. 
Encourage the children ta listen and evaluate. 

-to "br·eal< up" the lesson with "fun" acitivities (missing out 
words, standing to march the beai:, etc>, but always return to 
your planr,ed sequence, 

-be prepared to repeat parts of your sequence for a musical aim or 
reason. 
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APPENDIX El 

Evaluation form used for the main study 

The purpose of this assignment is to help you become more aware of 
your teaching behaviours and for you to be able to critically 
evaluate your own teaching. Use the following criteria and the 
?-point scoring system (!=high, ?=low). Add any additional comments 
in the space provided. 

1 RELEVANT INTRODUCTICJ-.i WAS GIVEN 

Lesson aim explain Short 1,<1arm-up in- Introduction and Introduction 
ed and introduced eluded and brief warm-up included and warm-up 
with a warm-up. reference to aim. but not related not included 

1 2 3 

2 DISPLAYED WARMTH AND ENTHUSIASM 

Was very enthus-Was generally en
iastic, and de- thusiastic and 
veloped a warm warm towards 
atmosphere. class. 
1 ? 3 4 

to the lesson. 
4 5 6 7 

Was indifferent to-Was not enthus-
wards activity and 
class atmosphere. 

5 

iastic,and fail
ed to develop a 
warm atmosphere. 

6 7 

3 TEACHER ENCOURAGED PARTICIPANTS BY GESTURES, POSITIVE STANCE,ETC. 

Frequent use of Moderate use of Some use of Very little use 
gestures; stance gestures; stance gestures; stance of gestures; 
very encouraging. moderately non-committal. stance not 

encouraging. encouraging. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

4 LESSO-., WAS WELL PL.At,l,JED 

Closely followed Had a plan, 
a planned sequence 
of activities. 

and followed a 
general sequence. 

Had a plan, 
but didn/t 
follow it . 

Had no plan, 
and foll owed no 
sequence. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

• ■■ I I I I ■ , I I ■ I ■■ I I ■ I I I ■■ I ■ I I I I I I ■ I ■ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

5 LESSO-., AIM WAS KEPT IN FOCUS 

All activities 
were related to 
lesson focus. 
1 2 

Most activities 
Kept aim in 
focus. 

3 4 

Activities Kept Activities were 
aim in focus for not related to 
some of the lesson lesson focus. 

5 6 7 

I I ■ I ■ I I I I I I I I I I ■ I I I ■■ I I I I I I I IS ■■ I ■■ I I ■ I I I I ■ I I I I I I I I I I ■ I I I I I I I ■■ I I I ■ I ■ 
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6 OBJECTIVES OF LESSON WERE ACHIEVED 

Objectives Objectives mostly Objectives only Objectives not 
achieved. Act iv- achie\Jed. Act iv- partly achie\Jed. achieved. 
ities per·formed ities performed Activities per-- Activities per-

l,!Je] ] reasonabl:1 ,,,iel 1, for-med quite l;.Je] ] for-med poor-ly, 
1 2 3 4 C: 

-..) 6 7 

• a Sa a Iii: IJ CW t" I If S lJ !I' W 11 I I I. II' a a a. a II a I II It I IJ t SI a. I Ir ll all a Ill a Ill. ll I I Iii II al CI S Sa I II a a 

7 PUPILS WERE ALL INVOLVED 

Ever·y chi 1 d par· t- Mos.t chi 1 dr·en Some children not Man:1 children 
icipated a 11 the imiolved most involved for- a not involved for-
time. of the time. lot of the lesson most of lesson. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

•••• IC •• I I.# t; ••• : •• I ...... I I I I. I •• I' ••• I. I I! I I a e. I I •• l I I,. ••• g •• I. I l. I. I 

8 VARIETY OF REINFORCEMENT TECt-t,jIQUES (DELAYED, IMMEDIATE, ETC,) 
USED. 

Wide variety of 
r·e i nfor-cemen t 
techniques. 
1 2 

Some var-iety in 
r·e i nforcemen t 
techniques. 

3 

Limited use of 
various reinfor-ce
ment techniques. 

4 5 

9 MUSICAL PERFORMANCE WAS CORRECTED, WHEN NECESSARY. 

Chi 1 dr·en of ten 
encour-aged to 
impr-ove their
per-for-mance. 
1 2 

Class '::-ometimes 
encouraged to 
impr-ove their
per-formance. 

3 

Class occasionally 
encour-aged to 
impr-ove their· 
per-for-mance. 

4 5 

10 TEACHING METHODS WERE APPROPRIATE 

Methods highly Methc,ds mostly Some methods 
appr-opr-iate for- appr-opr- i ate for- i nappr-opr- i ate for-
lesson content. lesson content, lesson content, 
1 2 3 4 5 

~)ery narr-01;.J use 
of r-einforcement 
techniques used. 

6 7 

No encour-agement 
to improve their
mus i ca 1 per·
for·mance. 

6 ? 

Methods inappr-op-
r· i ate for- lesson 
content, 

6 ? 
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APPB:NDIX 8:2 

As pa.rt of the introductory session, the ten items on the evaluatic,n form 

were elaborated in the following way: 

L "Relevant introduction was given", included introducing self tc, class, 

gaining attention, e>:plaining the lesson aim,. doing a singing warm-up. 

2. "Displayed warmth and enthusiasm" included being comfortable with 

the subject matter; sharing enthusiasm and involvement, the "total 

pacKage". 

3. "Teacher encouraged participants by gestures, positive stance etc". 

included, movement around the teaching space, use of body language, eye 

contact, non-verbal communication 

4. "Lesson was well planned" included cc,vering small tasKs first going 

from Known to unknown material. 

5. "Lesson aim was Kept in focus" included following the lesson plan, 

Keeping the aim of the lesson in front of the class. 

6. "Objectives of lesson were achieved" included, was the class satisfied 

at the conclusion? were the activities performed as planned? 

7. "Pupils wer·e all involved" included defining the groups for 

pa.rt-singing, ensuring full participation. 

f:. 11 Variety of Reinforcement Techniques used" included varying the 

verbal reinforcers1 use of pauses, being positive only when warranted. 

9. "Musical performance was corr·ected, when necessary" included 

encour·aging for a better r·esul t. 

10. "Teaching methods were appropr·iate" included changing pace and 

direction when needed, varying the activity. 
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APPS:NDIX F 

Questionnaire used in the main study 

i. Bo>: Number 

2. School or College (Cir·cle One) 

3, The time allowed for teaching was too short/ just right/too long, why? 

4. The tasK set was too difficult/ just right/too easy. 
why? 

5. The "classroom" I worked in made the e:,:ercise irrelevant/ 
of some use /very relevant. 
why? 

6. write dc,wn three things you liked about this Microteaching 
Ei:~<ercise. 

7. write down three things you didn't liKet or would liKe to see 
changed. 

8. The most useful form of feedback was memory/audio/video? 

9. Cross one out. I do not want my audio or video tape heard 
or seen by others. 

I give permission for the Music Depar·tment to 
keep and use my audio and video tape. 

Signed ______________ _ 
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APPENDIX G 

Magnitude and direction of trainee 
total rating change. (College) 

Trainee Memory to Audio to Memory 
Audio Video Video 

Cl -2 +9 +7 
C2 -4 0 -5 
C3 +2 +2 +4 
C4 -6 -1 -8 
cs +4 0 +4 
C6 -5 -3 -8 
C7 -5 +8 +3 
C8 -6 -1 -7 
C9 +2 -2 0 

C10 -1 +1 0 
C11 +4 -4 0 
C12 -4 0 -4 
C13 +4 +2 +6 
C14 +4 +3 +7 

Tota.1 54 36 63 
' -~-~-'""' " ~- " ,,,, ffi> _,,,;,;-, ;;/, ,,; >' ;:;,,",',;,',,,:, 

Magnitude and direction of trainee 
total rating change. (School) 

Trainee Memory to Audio to Memory 
Audio Video Video 

St +2 0 +2 
S2 -4 0 -4 
S3 +5 -7 +12 
S4 +2 +1 +3 
S5 +4 +2 +6 
S6 +6 -3 +9 
S7 +4 +1 +5 
S8 -1 -5 -6 
S9 +1 +1 +2 

S10 +11 -5 +6 
S11 +3 -1 +4 
S12 +2 -4 -2 
S13 -3 0 -3 
S14 0 0 0 

Totai 48 30 64 

TOTAL 102 66 127 
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APPENDIX H 

Direction and magnitude of changes. Wilcoxon. 

Memory to Audio to Memory to 

Audio Video Video 

N T N T N T 

Col 1 ege 14 37 11 25.5 11 36 

School 13 17* 10 12.5 13 23 

Total 27 11 21 98.5 24 113 

where N = total number of trainees who changed 

T = smaller sum of ranKs with the same sign 

* = .05 level of significance 
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APPENDIX I 

College Group Rankings 

Trainee Memory Audio Video 
'o/;;, 

C1 14 14 13 
C2 8= 9 10 
C3 3= 2 1 
C4 11 12= 13 
C5 8= 4= 5 
C6 1 4= 7 
C7 5 8 3 
CB 10 11 11 
C9 6= 4 6 

C10 12 12= 12 
C11 2 1 3 
C12 3= 7 7 
C13 6= 3 2 
C14 13 10 9 

School Group Rankings 

Tr-ainee Memor·y Audio Video 

81 4 6 6 
82 5= 12 13 
S3 9= 7 1 
S4 12 12 12 
S5 11 8 7= 
S6 14 10 9= 
S7 5= 5 2= 
S8 13 14 14 
89 9= 10 10= 

810 7= 1 4= 
S11 3 2= 4= 
S12 2 2= 7= 
813 1 2= 2= 
S14 7= 9 10= 
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APPENDIX J 

Inter-rater Re1 iabil ity 

Trainee Rater X Rater y Agreement 
No Total Total within + or - 1 

S3 49 48 8 
C4 53 57 9 
S7 48 47 8 
S8 38 41 10 
ca 50 46 7 

S10 46 41 8 
C11 38 44 8 

C7 55 55 10 
C13 46 55 8 
S14 46 49 10 

Total 86 
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APPENDIX K 

Spearman Rank Correlation by Item 

A Spearman Rank Correlation of the figures 
presented in Table 5.9 reveals a close 
relationship between the ratings. When the 
ranks of the ratings are compared, a 
correlation coefficient confirms that as a 
rating schedule, the evaluation form from 
the memory mode, is closely associated 
with the evaluation form from the Audio 
mode, and probably affects it, on a number 
of items. 

Spearman Rank Correlations: 
Memory and Audio 

Item 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

College .55.63.80.82.51.81.65.28.66.58 

School .23.28.46.69.56.74.60.69.51.37 

Similar coefficients suggest the same sort 
of association between the Audio and Video 
evaluation forms. 

Spearman Rank Correlations: 
Audio and Video 

Item 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

College .57.54.68.91.76.76.51.69.79.81 

School .24.34.56.67.63.39.19.39.87.86 
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APPENDIX L 

Teaching and Questioning SKills used for the Follow-up Study 

REDIRECTION 

Redir·ection ir,volves asKing a question and after the first pupil's response 

several other pupils a.re also a.sKed to respond or to add to the original 

answer. To enable this Kind of e>dended response to occur par·ticular 

attention must be pa.id to the formulation of the question. 

PROMPTING 

The sKill of prompting is used vlhen1 after a teacher has asKed a question 

pupils give a weal-<, inadequate answer or even an 'I don't Know' response. 

In these circumstances the teacher either gives hints or asKs a SE:RIES of 

questions which will enable the pupils to arrive at the answer to the 

question. 

PROBING 

It is important to distinguish clearly between the sKill of PROMPTING and 

the sKill of PROBING. In the former which has been explained above 

additional informa:l:ion is given beyond that supplied in the initial 

question. A series of steps is created to lead the pupil to a more complete 

response when the inii:ial question proves to be too difficult. In the sKill 

of Probing NO additional information is supplied. The teacher endeavours 

to elicit a more complete response from a pupil v1ithout supplyir,g any 

further information. This presupposes a good knowledge of pupils 

capabilities on the pa.rt of the questioner·. 
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APP8NDIX M 

B:va.luation Form used for the Follow-up Study 

Ii: will be necessar·y to review/replay your video tape a number of i:imes to 
complei:e the various elemeni:s of the evaluation. If your tui:or is going to 
review the tape with you it is preferable that you have your own 
evaluation completed prior· i:o a joini: review. 

REDIRECTION 

Your· quesi:ions may have been planned (P) or unplanned (U}. Afi:er 
identifying the category to which the question belongs Keep a tally of the 
number of pupils to whom the question was r·edireci:ed. This can be done by 
inserting a dot (.) in the appropriate bm: to represent each respondent. 

G.UE!:STIONS i 2 3 4 5 

Planned (P) 
or· 

Unplanned (U) 

No. of Pupils 
involved (.) 

COMMENTS: 

PROMPTING: Replay the sequence this time focusing on the number· 
of times you prompted successfully. 

PROMPTING i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

WAS THE PROMPTING 

Very Adequate CJ Adequate CJ Inadequate [ J 

HOW MIGHT IT BE IMPROVED? 

Summarise the important matters you have lear-ned fr-om this section of the 
programme. 

Ideni:ify improvements that you will tr·y to incorporate into subsequent 
micro-lessons. 
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APPEi.:NDIX N 

Background to follow-up study 

Man;t institutions in Ireland and Grea.t Britain adopted the original 

Micro-teaching concept and have under-ta.Ken major developmental research 

<University of Nottingham; University of Stirlingt Ulster Polytechnic). A 

survey of U.K. colleges where MT was being used in some recognisable for-m 

revealed that 40 colleges and universities 1,-vere using Microteaching 

(Hargie and Maidmentt 1979, p90), El:ighteen of these institutions had 

adopted either the Stanford model or the Minicourse model, adapted for 

Great Britain by Perrott (1977). (See Appendices A, Bt and C.) 

The Teachers' College used for the follow-1.1p study was chosen because of 

its similarity to the College used in the main study. Ii: is situated in a 

large urban a.r·ea, and has a r·oll of about 600 trainees from both urban and 

rur·al backgrounds. One difference between the colleges which needs to be 

mentioned is the length of the B.Ed degree. In New Zealandt the E.Ed 

degree taKes 4 years to completet a final year of University study being 

required after· a trainee has successfully completed three years at College. 

In Irelandi the B.B:d is awarded after· three year·s1 the degree being 

conferr·ed by the University College of Dublin. The important implication 

here is that, assuming both degrees have apprm:imately similar 

proportions of academic content1 then less time is available in the Irish 

Teachers' College for practical tr·aining. A compar·ison of Teaching Practice 

figures confirm this - a New Zealand Teachers' College includes a Teaching 

Practice component of 26 weeKst .3.nd an Ir-ish Tea.chers' College includes a 

component of 16 weeKs. 

It is liKely ther·efore that the use c,f Microteaching has been encouraged in 

many Colleges in Ireland where Pr·actical Training time is at a premium1 

because of its economic use of time and r·esc,urces. Certainly the College 
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where the follovv•-up study took place includes a highly structured 

Microtea.ching programme in both its fir:.t and second yea.rs of training. 

Personal communication \•Jith the director of the MT programme at this 

College revealed that i:hey had adopted Microtea.ching in ii:s Practical 

Training programme because it was considered an efficient and economic 

use of the trainees' and the pupils' time. "It provided a. focus c,n the 

classroomt good 'neutral' feedbackt and bridged the gap between college 

and schooi". (Personal cc,mmunication) 

MICROTE:ACHING AT ST. PATRICKS COLLEGE 

St Patricl<'s College, Dublin, has based its Microteaching programme on the 

accepted cycle of - Study - Observe - Practice - Eva.lua.te - Refine. 

Tr·a.inees are provided with a manual which gives a full e>:planation of the 

Microtea.ching conceptt Self Assessment G.uestionnair·es throughoutt and a 

full description and ernplanation of ea.ch of the Teaching and G.uestioning 

sKills covered by the programme (see Appendi:-: U. These skills have been 

adopted from the model developed by Perr·ott (1977). 

Demonstration lessons ma.de by Perrott in 1975 were originally used a.s 

model lessons tc, observe in the second phase of the cycle; but these soon 

became out-of date, and were sufficiently different as to r·equire replacing 

v1ith more culturally r·eleva.nt material. New demonstratic,n lessons 1r1ere 

recorded, still employing the same clusters of identified skills. Each of 

these initial phases of the cycle, "Study" and "Observe" takes place under· 

the direction of a tutor, who fully discusses the use of the target sKill 

befor·e any planning ta.Kes place. 

The Practice phase of the pr·ogr·amme involves teaching pupils in 

11 labora.tories11 at the College. Pupils from the on-campus primary school 

wa.lK; accompanied by trainees; to the Micr·otea.ching Centr·e, and ar·e formed 

into small groups of a.bout 7 children; enabling many Microlessons to ta.Ke 
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place at the same time. E:ach group of children is assigned five or si:< 

tra.ineest all of whom remain in the teaching room while their colleagues 

tea.ch, 1,vhich means ea.ch trainee has the oppor·tunity to observe a.11 

microlessons. Trainees therefore spend 45 minutes each week in the 

practice phase of the Micr·oteaching cycle; pr·eparation and playbad< t.:1.Ke 

place in their own time. 

PlaybacK and evaluation ta.Ke place immediately after the microlessons, or 

as soon as possible afterwards. E:ach of the ten clusters of sKills has its 

c,wn specific evaluation instrument which usually cc,nE-ists of a. rating 

schedule of observed behaviours and an interpretation of those behaviours 

in wr·itten for·m. The evaluation form used in the follow-up study is that 

provided by the College for the unit on Redirection and Pr·ompting. (see 

Appendi>: M}. 

LiKe many Microteaching programmes including the one used in the main 

study, the pr,:Jgr·amme at St Pa.tricks' College has no specific re-teach or· 

"r-efine" phase. The Microteaching Manual explains that particular

attention should be placed on the skills dur-ing teaching practice, and that 

"r·efinement is not to be seen as an immediate goal but something that 

e>:tends 1t,iell beyond the limits of the programme". 
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